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OUR SECOND YEAR

With this issue we begin our second volume and our second year. Through the assist-

ance of many of the foremost numismatists at home and abroad, we have been able to make

available much information of the first importance. At this time we feel that we have kept

our pledge to publish reliable articles, and to keep burning, as Sir George Hill put it, “the

torches of learning” in numismatics, and this we feel confident we can continue to do.

We thank our contributors for their conti nued support and remind all our friends who

may have made studies that might result in papers of importance that we welcome submission

of synoptic studies, and advanced special art cles alike.

To our readers we also express our gratitude. Many have already renewed their sub-

scriptions before receipt of the regular blanks; we furnish the regular renewal blanks at this

time. Upon the loyalty of our readers we confidently depend. They are the most important

factor in the making of a successful magazine, and we send to each and all our greetings and

rely on them too to help in the carrying on of a scientific journal on numismatics. We could

also wish for more comments from our readers concerning the type of articles they like best.

In this issue we present a variety of articles, which we hope will please the public. Among

them we call attention to our first contribution from Mr. Sutherland of the Ashmolean Mu-

seum at Oxford.

To those who are specialists we would repeat that it is not always possible to give as

much on a particular field as a man devoted to that one field might desire. But while we shall

continue to try to balance our magazine to please the greatest number of readers, we shall

take into account the collector and student of every series upon which our contributors write.

And while we try to present much general information of interest to all, we have at no time

departed from our original policy, and while printing accurate popularizations, we have not

at any time refused a specialized article on the ground that it? was too entertaining or too

learned. T.O.M.
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ROMAN COIN PROPAGANDA UNDERAUGUSTUS AND TIBERIUS.

By C. H. V. Sutherland

(From Oxford comes this highly interesting discussion

of the politiical aspects of the earliest Imperial Roman coins.

The author’s work at the Ashmolean Museum and his ex-

tensive writings on numismatic subjects make elaborate

introduction unnecessary. Eds.)

The use of coins as instruments of propaganda under the Roman Empire is now familiar

to all, after centuries during which this function was only dimly understood. Nevertheless,

in estimating the potency of such instruments we still run the risk of serious error. We tend

to forget that, when the Principate began, coin propaganda (viewed as an element in political

machinery) was only in its infancy. It was not to be perfected until the second century

after Christ; and this perfection was the fruit of long years of experiment and variation.

Such experimentalism is especially true of the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius, when the

very novelty of the regime, and its lack of precedents, were bound to cause embarrassment

and misunderstanding. It is true that the late Republican coinage had begun to move to-

wards a propagandist technique. But the move was very tentative; and the new methods,

even if conceived, had still to be applied. We must, then, remember this first essential. Equally

important is the reflection that propaganda is a double-edged weapon. Wielded by a strong

central authority, it emphasizes what that authority welcomes, and suppresses what it finds

unpleasing or dangerous. Moreover, v/e shall instinctively realize that, merely because a

topic finds mention on coinage, it does not necessarily mean that the state then enjoyed the

advantage in question: Nerva’s Concordia exercituum types are a salutary reminder. Nor,

on the other hand, if a topic is not mentioned on coinage, does this mean that the central

government was not interested in that topic. Clever propaganda invites us ( 1 ) to welcome
what is officially thought good; (2) to introduce what, though officially encouraged, is still lack-

ing; (3) to forget what is officially frowned upon. It is against this background that I pro-

pose to set the coinage of Augustus and Tiberius, asking what it was that they considered

fit for mention on the coinage, and how much they excluded, and why. In doing so, I hope

to suggest that a much more critical attitude should be adopted in the consideration of im-

perial coin-types.

In dealing with Augustus we can consider with advantage the contents of the Res Gestae

Augusti—the great triumphal record written by himself within two years of his death and pub-

lished throughout the Empire after his death. The Res Gestae gives us Augustus’ views of

himself and his Principate. It is utterly personal, entirely unconcerned with constitutional

nicety, altogether free from suggestion of political strife or uncertainty. It is, in fact, the

sunset view of Augustus’ principate—an immensely majestic, tranquil scene, lacking the hard

brilliance of noon, tinged with the mellower light of immortality. Simply because of this

retrospective character, the Res Gestae is able truly to represent Augustus’ principate as he

wished posterity to see it. It is a commonplace to observe that the civil wars are glossed

over, that Antony and Lepidus are not mentioned by name, and that no place is found for

the story of conspiracies, of sensational obstructionism, of military setbacks. More essential

for our purpose is the consideration of what this great monument does say. Let us first com-
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pare the Res Gestae with explicit coin-statements and see what topics are common to both.

Then let us see what the Res Gestae includes that is absent from the coins. Finally we may

ask what the coins mention that is absent from the Res Gestae, and what is absent from

both.

A. Topics common to the RES GESTAE and to coinage.

First and foremost, the conquests. The proud addition of Egypt to the Empire, the re-

lentless reassertion of Roman authority in Armenia, the return of Asia to the Roman fold,

the recovery of the melancholy standards of Crassus and others—these topics are common

to both sources. They bulk large in the Res Gestae, larger still in the coinage. And natur-

ally; for they provided Octavian with the choicest of all the material for the great triple

triumph of 29 B.C.; they furnished new revenues and resuscitated old ones; they wiped out

the deep stain of Carrhae; and they symbolized the axiomatic spiritual supremacy of west

over east—the main plank in Octavian’s political platform. Just how important these events

were, perhaps only Octavianus (or, as we may henceforth call him, Augustus) knew: for they

converted a cardboard Alexander into the world’s greatest imperator, and gave to the civic

crown ( ob dues servatos) a new significance, with the repatriation of the Roman prisoners

from Parthia. They were of primary importance, contemporary and restrospective, and re-

ceived corresponding emphasis both in the coinage and the Res Gestae.

It is natural to find that the Res Gestae, as a personal record, gives an elaborate treat-

ment of Augustus’ personal position in the state. The “accession honours’’ are described in

full—the laurels, the civic crown, the golden shield, the name “Augustus”—together with

his later distinctions, the chief priesthood, and (greatest of all) the title pater patriae. This

was the framework of auctoritas within which which the Princeps was to be viewed; and this

honorific setting is widely and constantly advertised on the coinage, in a great number of

forms.

There are other common topics, of lessening importance. The adoption and promotion

of Gaius and Lucius Caesar, and their training for the succession (Augustus’ stubborn life-

work, so rudely destroyed by unhappy fortune) was writ large in both the Res Gestae and the

coinage, where it culminated in the great C. L. CAESARES issues. Also stressed in both

sources are the subventions to the public treasury and the emperor’s generosity in repairing

public roads; the celebration of the Secular Games, which promised a new era on earth; and
finally the motif of Augustus as divi filius—'the life of Julius was passed over, and his value

lay in his heir.

Viewing these subjects as primary, as being included in both Res Gestae and coinage,

we may therefore say that Augustus wished to emphasize (both during and at the end of his

reign) the following:— (i) his position as victor after conquest and recovery in the east;

(ii) the extra-constitutional auctoritas of his civil position; (iii) the necessity for dynastic

succession; (iv) his financial assistance to the state; (v) his inauguration of a new era;

(vi) the consecration of Julius and the distinction thus attaching to his line.
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B. Topics mentioned in the RES GESTAE only.

Here we can consider only the wider questions involved, for small and precise technical

details are not to be expected on coinage. Nevertheless we note with surprise the great

variety of material thought worthy of record in A.D. 14 but not before:—the triple triumph

of 29 B.C.; the laurels placed on Jupiter’s lap in 13 and 8 B.C.; nearly 900 days of public

thanksgiving; assistance with the corn-supply; the sumptuary legislation (some traditional,

some new) and ‘revivalism’ in general; the ara Pads; the closing of Janus’ temple; repair of

aqueducts; the unity of Italy; the extension of frontiers,—to say nothing of the ‘transference

of the state’ in 27 B.C. It is true that general Victoria types may. cover the triple triumph,

as Pax may cover the ara Pads and the closing of Janus; but coin-opportunities were here

missed as a whole. We can think of Nero’s annona and Janus types and of the studied

antiquarianism of the coinage of Hadrian and Pius, and we reflect that Augustus’ only libertas

type (and libertas was by now a hoary political slogan) was an isolated one struck in the

east before the ‘transference of state’, altogether lacking the exaggerated importance which

uncritical historians have given it.

In A.D. 14, of course, Augustus could safely record much that would have been inappro-

priate before. Insistence on his military powers (the sheet-anchor of the principate) as evi-

denced in the military oath of allegiance, in military colonies, in land-assignment and

gratuities, in the military treasury, was much better accepted than defined during his life-

time; for in theory the army belonged to the state, as Tiberius was to remark later. Nor
could coins usefully have commemorated the refusal of unconstitutional powers—dictator-

ship, perpetual consulship, cura morum, etc.—for coin-propaganda must not be negative in

tone. But, granted the necessity to gloss-over such delicate subjects as these, the omission

from the coinage of the topics noticed above remains surprising. Coin-types based on these

topics would have usefully amplified the case for the principate, and would have kept public

opinion more fluid and more interested in those later years A.D. 4 — 14, when Augustus

seemed to be growing old and infirm, and his regime accordingly dull.

C. Topics mentioned in the coinage only.

The propaganda included in the coinage, but omitted from (or very lightly passed over

in) the Res Gestae, is remarkably small, if by propaganda we mean fairly explicit statement

of concrete aims or achievements. Reiteration of the Themes of Pax and Victoria, of Apollo

and Neptune, of Mercury and Venus however much it tends to link the ideas of heavenly

and imperial power, added little specific comment on a particular emperor’s reign, for such

themes were by now conventional, and their effect was blunted by long usage. All might

be regarded as semi-philosophizing interpretations of the new age; but none was novel

enough to turn the beholder from a state of passive acquiescence to one of welcome and posi-

tive conviction. Once, and once only, did a type appear to raise a cheer in the heart—or

an eyebrow on the face. The coins of 28 B.C., already mentioned, which style Octavian

‘‘Champion of the liberties of the Roman People” were unparalleled in the coinage of the

reign for their candour and specific definition of policy. It is no coincidence that they were

a small and isolated issue designed solely for circulation in the east, where liberal promises

and, indeed, overtones in general were not out of place. Apart from this instance, how few
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are the subjects which only the coinage emphasized! The remarkable gold and silver struck

by the Senate in 16 B.C. (due, I believe, to the temporary activity of some strongly pro-

Augustan official) may have been intended to mark the beginning of the second ten-year

period of special powers accepted by Augustus. Four years later the same Senatorial mint

heaps honour upon Agrippa to a degree not to be seen elsewhere. And the imperial coinage

of A.D. 10 and onwards accords Tiberius a prominence which (hitherto denied and long

overdue), while squaring with the pregnant words of Tacitus himself, is entirely withheld

elsewhere. But, with these main instances excepted, the balance of the Augustan coinage

contains types so general, so conventional, and so non-informative, that their direct effect

upon public opinion must have been of the slightest.

D. Topics in neither the RES GESTAE nor the coinage.

Here we find interesting evidence of what Augustus wished to suppress, or what he con-

sidered genuinely unimportant. A moment’s reflection will suggest that the stability and

prosperity of the Empire as a whole depended upon the well-being and contentment of its

provinces. Augustus knew this—remember the profession of his providentia in the Cyrene

edicts; and the provinces reminded him, as witness Baetica’s acknowledgement of his perpetua

cura. Yet no hint of provincial policy, much less of provincial personality, was proclaimed

aloud. The state as a whole is glorified for its amplified and more tranquil condition. But of the

rapid development of Gaul and Spain, of the carving out of Illyricum and Dalmatia and the

satellite Alpine regions, of the wide economic momentum imparted by an age of universal

peace and safe communications, there is no whisper: for any true metropolitan consciousness

of the provinces (already grossly overdue by A.D. 68) we have to wait until the time of

Hadrian. Equally conspicuous by its absence is the solemn theme of the legendary antiquity

of the reborn Rome. Livy’s historiacal aims, avowed in his Preface; Vergil’s whole epic ma-

chinery; Horace’s call to the prisca virtus,—the literary medium sounds a note which is

quite denied to the coinage, where, by convention, it could have sounded easily and appro-

priately. Again, the Senate, now purged, now carefully increased, now discreetly controlled,

now overtly complimented, and always studiously upheld as the fine quintessence of the

Roman state, theoretically worthy of partnership in government, entirely lacks specific com-

memoration or publicity, other than that afforded bv its own brief spell of minting in gold

and silver and by its continuous but undistinguished coinage in bronze.

We have now completed a brief sketch cf what the Augustan coinage says and what
it leaves unsaid. Of the omissions, some are due to set policy, some to a general conserva-

tism in which the full scope of coin-propaganda was not realized, some to the inability to

recognize the importance of anything outside Rome itself. Of the coin-types which are

found, we can distinguish two main classes,— (A) those which, dealing with conquest, civil

powers, the succession, imperial benevolence, the new era, and the Julian gens, underline

important matter in the Res Gestae, and (B) a very large mass of types which are sug-

gestive but not informative. These latter include some topics (e.g., Agrippa’s status in

12 B.C., and that of Tiberius from A.D. 10-14) which acquire an emphasis that the chrono-
logically later Res Gestae would safely ignore; but, as a whole, class B provides a musical
background in muted tones, against which, as in modern radio technique, dramatic an-
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nouncements may be made when required. Yet this background was not wholly negative: it

was persuasive, and filled the less critical mind with a mass of associative fact and colour.

Let us turn to Tiberius. Here we have no Res Gestae, no authentic imperial advertise-

ment display, to help us; and this deficiency is not counterbalanced by the fuller literary

record of the reign. Tiberius, reserved and cold by nature, deeply sensitive after

Augustus’ uncordial and unfeeling treatment of him, clumsy and abrupt in his social rela-

tionships, suspicious of others, diffident of himself, was not (like Augustus) the man to keep

his ear to the ground to gather the sense of current opinion; and this is the first of the factors

conditioning the nature of his coinage. The second is the fact that, as Augustus’ successor,

he received a Principate already made and already justified in great measure, though unpro-

vided with any special machinery for the succession. From these factors resulted Tiberius’

strong reluctance to comment upon himself in relation to the Principate, or upon the Prin-

cipate as an organic institution.

Hence a coinage which is fluctuating in its emphasis, now sterile, now loquacious; vol-

uminous at one moment, sparing at the next. This is a coinage which openly acknowledges

the debt of both Tiberius and the Empire to the Blessed Augustus, in special issues pro-

duced mainly in the A.D. 14— 15, 23, and 34, yet entirely fails to strike the note of normal

development for which the Augustan coinage was conspicuous. Lyons was the sole western

(i.e. European) mint for gold and silver under Tiberius. In A.D. 14—15 this mint pro-

duced two topical issues, one referring to the consecration of Augustus, the other to Tiberius’

Pannonian triumph of A.D. 13. The residue (apart from special gold quinarii in these and

subsequent years ) — an immense residue comprising what are among the commonest of all

Roman imperial coins—consists of a single type, presumably struck throughout Tiberius’

reign and struck without the slightest essential variation. Moreover, it was a peculiarly

reticent and non-informative type: the reverse showed the legend PONTIF MAXIM, with a

seated female figure. Livia? or Pax? How should we know? How, for that matter, would

the average provincial have known? This coinage, then, was an entirely stereotyped one.

And yet was there nothing to which Tiberius could point in these important years? No im-

perial expansion? But we think of progress along the Danube. No vital preservation of the

pax Romanal And yet a Florus, a Sacrovir. a Tacfarinas, had been worsted. No crystalliz-

ing conception of the imperial house and family? Yet there was a Livia. a Drusus, a Ger-

manicus. No progress in road-building, that paramount blessing of Empire? The mile-

stones confute us. No successful military diplomacy? And yet what was Germanicus’ mis-

sion to the East, if not the continuation of Augustus’ Parthian policy?

Therefore, whatever the explanation—simple economy, carelessness, or indolence, or

studied negligence, Tiberius effectively gagged his principal mint, which supplied gold and

silver to the Balkans, to the Rhine, to Gaul and Spain and Africa, to Sardinia, Corsica and

Sicily. It is hard to avoid the conclusion that he considered statements of imperial policy,

achievement and qualities to be unnecessary in the Romanized west which had seen the

birth and adolescence of Principate under Augustus. Or, rather, in all the Romanized

west, for in Rome and Italy his policy was sharply different.

Under Augustus the bronze coinage of the Senate had mainly followed Republican con-

vention, conceding to the new order only in showing the imperial titles, with or without
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Augustus’ portrait. Even with Tiberius, the imperial portrait is still not a regular element

of Senatorial bronze; but, against this, we may note the intrusion of types which have a

context almost wholly personal to the Emperor. Until about A.D. 22, indeed, the signs of

change are small; but the new technique then suddenly emerges. Tiberius’ relief of the earth-

quake—shattered cities of Asia: the health of the now venerable Livia: the position of

Drusus as heir-presumptive, and the birth of his twin sons, — here are examples enough.

More conspicuous are those types which sought to put an official interpretation on the times,

calling attention to Clemency and Moderation (not so wide of the mark as Tacitus would

have us think), to Pietas (sense of duty) and Justice. This new method of using senatorial coins

as the mouthpiece of imperial policy (a method later employed by Tiberius’ greatest admirer,

Domitian) appeared quite suddenly. Even though Tiberius’ relations with the Senate were
still reasonably friendly, it is difficult to regard this new technique as a spontaneous Senatorial

innovation. More probably it was the result of authoritative suggestion, perhaps made and

enforced by Sejanus, after whose fall the Senatorial bronze assumes a less unorthodox char-

acter. It is noteworthy that the area affected by the innovation was the metropolitan area

of the Empire, where a more critical and recalcitrant public opinion had, perhaps, to be fed

forcibly with ideas (purveyed through an apparently unexceptionable medium) of a gentle,

just, stable and permanent regime.

Tiberius preferred to let sleeping dogs lie—if the sleep was healthy: Tacitus records his

fear ne composita turbarentur, lest what was quiet should be stirred up. Hence the sterile

gold and silver of Lyons—a very serious error, viewed in the light of the explicit and eloquent

types of Claudius, Nero, and the wars of A.D. 68—9. Here Tiberius threw away fine oppor-

tunities; but in the Senatorial coinage he (or his agents) earned a shrewd advantage (re-

membered by all his successors), for the Senatorial tongue sang an imperial song. Perhaps
the song came too late. If Tiberius had used the first ten years of his reign in subtle propa-
gation of general notions of peace and security, economic prosperity and national prestige,

much of the attention later directed with such cruel emphasis upon his own personality might
have been more happily turned (as happened with Augustus) upon the personality of the

Principate itself.

THE VARIETIES OF THE HALF EAGLE OF 1 795.

By Thomas Ollive Mabbott.

The first coinage of the American five dollar gold piece or half eagle in 1795 involved
the use of a good many dies, which by different couplings produced a large number of vari-

eties. The issue was a favorite with the late William H. Woodin, and partly on the basis

of his notes, partly on his own study of the coins, the late Edgar H. Adams published a de-
scription of most of the known varieties in the COIN COLLECTORS JOURNAL, (New
York, September, 1934, N.s., 1, 129-132) . Adam’s studies of the issues from 1796 to 1803
appeared later in the same volume, at pages 183, 209, 274. All are accompanied by illus-

trations, some not very clear.
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Having had access receently to a large number of the half eagles of the first year, it

has been possible to make a new study of the series, and thus to make known some new
varieties and to establish the existence of several connected series.

The present study is based on reexamination of the coins themselves; and the method
is more systematic than and somewhat different from that previously used. In one instance

only have we had to relay on a description and illustration by Adams, in describing a piece

of which we have seen no specimen; but this is obviously a variety from known dies, one in

a state not found in the combination listed by Adams. Great credit should be given to both

Adams and Woodin for their pioneer work, though we hope that our system will be found to

enable collectors to classify their coins more readily.

Our method is to describe each die minutely for a certain group of particular details

which are found to be variables, and to point out, in almost every instance a single charac-

teristic detail which distinguishes the die from all others. This characteristic is given in

italics in the description.

To each obverse die is given a capital letter, which always means a die in original con-

dition. When a die is known both perfect and broken the broken die is given as its designa-

tion the same capital letter as the perfect die. but doubled. Thus EE is die E with a break

or flaw. And in no instance is a die break used as a characteristic— except that it is the

characteristic of the broken die with doubled letter designation. It should be added that

since cracks or flaws may appear during manufacture, some “perfect” states may not exist.

Reverses have been given similar treatment, except that they are designated by lower

case letters and doublings thereof.

After the description of each die. we give the list of known combinations into which it

enters, and the Arabic numerals assigned to each combination which is counted as a variety.

Note is also taken of the few instances in which a die is found used in a later year.

Finally, a table at the end gives the Arabic numbers, with the combinations of obverse

and reverse which determine them, and here are added in parentheses the Adams numbers,

where they exist. In this table the serial arrangement of die combinations is worked out.

and where it can be determined the order—although combinations involving perfect and

broken dies are not sufficiently numerous for a complete chronological arrangement, and in-

deed it is possible that more than one pair of dies was in use at one time.

It should be remembered that some details are more easily seen than described. The
“characteristics” have been chosen as far as possible because they are easily capable of being

seen and described. One observation may also be made; whether the collector or student

wishes to work from our illustrations, or from the descriptions (which Dr. Courteau thought

the more pleasant and intellectual method! ) we believe that he will find it more convenient

to begin with the reverse dies—and if he is using the pictures primarily to look first at the

wreath.

It is of course well known that the coins with the large or heraldic eagle (nos. 17 and

18) are very rare; we believe Adams was right in thinking no. 16 excessively rare, as we
also believe is no. 9.
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OBVERSE DIES.

With a keen eye or a good glass, a student with a plate before him can often begin

his identification by noticing the relation of the first star at the lower left of the spectator to

the bust. But this is by no means easy to describe in words on some occasions; and the

identification is sometimes more quickly made certain by the study of other details. There

are ten stars on the spectator’s left, five on his right. Reading from the lowest left star we
number 1 to 10 upwards; 11 to 15 downwards on his right.

General type. Bust of Liberty with slight drapery and flowing curls to right; she wears

a Phrygian cap. Beneath bust the date 1 795. Inscription consists of ten stars beginning

lower left (called 1 to 10) and the word LIBERTY followed by five stars downwards on

right (called 11 to 15). The date numerals 1 and 5, the first, tenth and fifteenth stars, and
the L have relations to the bust, and the stars and letters to each other.

REVERSE DIES

The position of the wreath is usually easily distinguished by observation on the small

eagle varieties. On the large eagles the two varieties are easily distinguished by the posi-

tion of the stars in rows and the relation of the olive branch to the last A of AMERICA;
but in practice by the two differing diebreaks, since all known seem to come from broken
dies.

General type, dies a to h.

The type is called the small eagle or natural eagle, which stands with wings outspread,

grasping in its claws a palm or olive branch with stem to right; facing slightly to left, head
turned right, holding in bill a wreath. The inscription is UNI—TED STATES OF AME-
RICA. The palm stem has varying relations to the last A, the leaves to U and N, the wings
to Ni and ER which they divide, the wreath to S and O.

General type, dies
j
and k.

This is the large or heraldic eagle, the seal of the United States; he is displayed with
wings outspread; his head to right (spectator’s left, for in heraldry the spectator’s right and
left are reversed by custom to conform to the body of a theoretical wearer of the device on a

coat or tabard) the shield of the United States on his breast, arrows in his right, an olive

branch in his left; in his mouth a label inscribed E PLURIBUS UNUM; above his head six-

teen stars, over which six clouds. The inscription is UNITED — STATES OF — AMERI-
CA. Both A s of AMERICA have significant relation to the types. The relation of the olive
branch to the wing is different from dies used in 1797.
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Die A. STARS: 1st completely under curl and cuts it, 14 touches 15 which cuts bust.

LETTERS: L cuts cap.

DATE: 1 free, 5 cuts bust.

(Die A combines with aa to make No. 7.)

B. STARS: 1st begins under and grazes curl; 2, 3, 4 graze; 11, and 12 and Y form a single block, very
easily seen and characteristic of this die.

LETTERS: L grazes cap; Y—see above.
DATE: 1 free, 5 grazes bust.

BB shows tiny flaw from star 12 to border.

(Die B combines with aa to make No. 2; BB combines with b to make No. 3; and with c to make No. 4.)

C. STARS: 1st under curl and touches it; 11 to 15 all touch,
LETTERS: L cuts cap: Y slightly out of alignment, the top being too high.

DATE: 1 is free, 5 cuts bust.

FLAWS are found above L, I, B, R, etc.

(Die C combines with dd to make No. 5.)

D. STARS: 1st under curl and touches it, grazes star 2, 10 grazes cap, 15 touches bust with lowest ray
which is smaller than others.

LETTERS: L grazes cap. i

DATE: 1 cuts bust slightly; 15 cuts bust. .
...

FLAWS above T and Y and elsewhere.
'

(Die D combines with dd to make No. 6.)

E. Characteristic; Stars. :

STARS: No. 1 high and touches top of curl, no. 6 has a short lower ray almost touching star no. 5. Stars
13 to 15 touch.

DATE: top of 5 on bust.

LETTERS: free.

E combines with: e to make no. 7; with f to make no. 8; with ff to make no. 9; with g to make no. 10.

EE. Known also with flaw in center of R, like an extension of the limb.

EE combines with: g to make no. 11, with gg to make no. 12.

F. Characteristic; Stars.

STARS: No. 1 begins behind curl and touches it; 9th and 10th touch at two points, and 8th touches 9ih
at one point.

DATE: practically free.

LETTERS: free:

F combines with g to make no. 13; and with gg to make no. 14 (?)

G. Characteristic; Letters.

STARS: Star no. 1 begins behind curl; nos. 1 to 8 all graze each other 2 and 3 and 5 and 6 actually touch-
ing; nos. 11 to 13 touch but 14 is free.

DATE: free.

LETTERS: L is free, before E is trace of a partially cut letter I.

G combines with h to make no. 15.

H. Characteristic:; Date.
STARS; begin behind curl.

DATE: 1 and 5 touch, top serif of 1 actually runs over part of curl.

LETTERS: L of LIBERTY touches cap, and the word as a whole is badly aligned.

H combines with; i to make no. 16 (small eagle) and with jj to make no. 17 (large eagle).

J. Characteristic; Stars.

STARS: No. 1 begins behind curl; nos. 5 to 1 1 alt touch.

DATE: 1 does not touch, 5 does.

LETTERS: L of LIBERTY free.

] combines with kk to make no. 18 (large eagle).

X, Y, and Z. Dies originally cut with date 1795 were recut to use on coins of 1796 and 1797, but no pieces

from these dies in the unrecut state are know to have been struck.
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Reverse Dies

(Small or natural eagle, dies a to i).

a. Characteristic lacking, must be identified by comparison.

WREATH: opens slightly under space at two thirds distance from S to O.

BERRIES: Four, almost even except outside left is higher.

STEM: touches A at lower serif about even with outer border of upright.

LEAVES: touch U and N; end under N.

WINGS: touch T and R, grazing I.

UNITED LETTERS are TAT and AME.

aa. FLAWS above and between S and O, and after last A, are found on all specimens seen, hence ‘a’ the

perfect state is hypothetical.

aa. Combines with A to make no. 1; and with B to make no. 2.

b. Characteristic; see Berries.

WREATH: closed under middle of 0, free of letters.

BERRIES: only 3, one outer left low, two on right in and out, higher.

STEM: touches A under lower upright.

LEAVES: touch U and N, end under N.

WINGS: touch T and R, graze I.

UNITED LETTERS: are TAT and AME.

b. Combines with: BB to make no. 3.

c. Characteristic; wreath.

WREATH: opens almost middle between S and O, touches S only.

BERRIES: 4, almot even.

STEM: touches A even with inner border of upright.

LEAVES: touch U, graze N, end under I.

WINGS: touch T, E, R, and, graze I.

UNITED LETTERS: are TAT and AME at bottom; at tops ME almost touch.

FLAWS: break to border over E of UNITED.
(Perhaps should be called cc, and c regarded as hypothetical perfect die.)

cc combines with BB make no. 4.

d. Characteristic is recut letter, second S of STATES over D.

WREATH: opens slightly under left of O, and leaf touches O.

BERRIES: 4, the two on left high even: inner right slightly lower than those, and outer right lower still.

STEM: grazes lowest serif of A at bottom.

LEAVES: graze U and end under N.
WINGS: touch only T and R.

UNITED LETTERS: ED, TAT, AM.
Known only as what may be called “dd” with die cracks from rim over M (2), I, T, D, between D and O (5)

,

after F (2), after I. The last three longish.

dd combines with: C to make no. 5; with D to make no. 6.

e. Characteristic; see Berries.

WREATH: opens beneath left “upright’’ of O, and does not touch.

BERRIES: Only 3, one outer left high, two on right in and out, lower.

STEM: touches A even with inner side of upright.

LEAVES: touch U and N, end under 1.

WINGS: touch I, T, and R: graze I.

UNITTED LETTERS: TA, which grazes T; and AM, grazing E.

Combines with: E to make no. 7.

This die was apparently also used for the small eagle reverse of 1798 (Adams 8).
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f. Characteristic: Wreath.

WREATH: closed under center between S and O but closer to S
BERRIES: 4, outer left slightly higher than inner.

STEM: touches almost at middle of upright.

LEAVES: touch U, graze N, end under I.

WINGS: touch T, E, and R.

UNITED LETTERS: TAT and AME at bottoms: IIN at top.

f. Combines with: E to make no. 8.

Also known with break, “ff” which has a slight break at top of border over I of AMERICA,

ff combines with: E to make no. 9.

g.

Characteristic: Wreath and berries.

WREATH: opens slihgtly to left of O, touches O, almost gazes S.

BERRIES: 4, almost same height, both outer slightly higher than inner.

STEM: ends at middle of upright of A.

LEAVES: free, but graze U, end lowest inner serif of I; one goes slightly into lower opening of N.

WINGS: touch T and R, graze I.

UNITED LETTERS: TAT and AM.

g combines with: E to make no. 10; EE to make no. 11; and F to make no. 13.

Also known with break, “gg”— die crack from border through N to eagle.

gg combines with: EE to make no. 12; and with F to make no. 14 ( .')

h. Characteristic; Stem.

WREATH: opens below middle between S and O.

BERRIES: 4, but two are on outside left, one inside left; outer on right lower than other.

STEM: free from A.

LEAVES: touch no letters, end under I. The low leaf (near stem point) is a mere twig, as on die i, but
no others.

UNITED LETTERS: TAT; and AM which grazes E; UN grazing at top.

h combines with: G to make no. 15.

This die was again used as reverse of the 1796 half eagle (Adams I).

i. Characteristic; Lower left serif of first T not cut.

WREATH: almost closed under middle between Sand O.

BERRIES: 4, two on outside left; inside right at level of lower left, outside right higher and not very
distinct.

STEM: grazes lowest serif tip of A.

LEAVES: touch no letters; end under I; leaf neanrest stem a mere twig as on die h, but no others.

WING: free from all letters.

UNITED LETTERS: TATE and AME at bottom; UN and ME at top.

The style of this die is different from all others.

i. combines with: H to make no. 16.
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(LARGE OR HERALDIC EAGLE, dies j
and k)

j. Characteristic; stem.

STARS: 16 in all; two lowesS at spectator's left on a level; two in topmost row.

CLOUDS: free from wings.

LETTERS: First A of AMERICA touches wing; second is free.

STEM: touches serif of last A.

TOP OF BRANCH; far from eagle’s wing (which distinguishes the die dearly from the sixteen star

large eagle dies of 1797).

Known only as "jj” with crack across from I through CA and tail, brancring; another crack at top of N.

jj combines with; H to make no. 17.

k. Characteristic; stem.

STARS; 16 in all, two lowest at spectator’s left uneven; outside top row to spectator's left has 3 stars.

CLOUDS: that on spectator’s right grazes wing.

LETTERS: First A of AMERICA free; second cuts eagle’s tail.

STEM: enters between strokes, ends at crossbar of A.

TOP OF BRANCH; as in "j”.

Known only as ”kk” with crack across RIC to edges,

kk combines with; J to make no. 18.

LIST OF VARIETIES KNOWN
Small Eagles

1 . Aaa 2. Baa 3. BBb 4. BBcc
5. Cdd 6. Ddd 7. Ee 8. Ef.

9. Eff 10. Eg 11. EEg 12. EEgg
13. Fg. 14. Fgg (?) 15. Gh 16. Hi

Large Eagles

17. Hjj 18. Jkk

ADAMS numbers and ours

1 (Adams 1); 2 (Adams 3); 3 (Adams 5); 4 (Adams 6); 5 (Adams 4); 6 (Adams 2);

7 (Adams 8); 8 (Adams 9); 9 (Adams— ); 10 (Adams — ); 11 (Adams — ); 12 (Adams 10);

13 (Adams — ); 14 (Adams 11); 15 (Adams 7); 16 (Adams 12); 17 (Adams 13); 18 (Adams 14).

GROUPS by common use of dies.

Group I. 1, 2, 3, and 4. Order— 1, 2, 3, and 4, or 1, 2, 4, and 3.

Group II. 5 and 6. Order not determined.

GROUP III. 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. Order only partly determined. 7 comes early, 8 and 9 succeed each
other; 11 is later than 10, 12 later than 11. If however Adams is right and no. 14 (Fgg) exists, some die

must have been retired and then reused. My guess is that the order is 8, 9, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 12. This
assumes the broken EE was thought good enough to use when F broke.

Group IV is so-called by extension of the term; only no. 15, of which thd dies are not known in other combi-
nations is in it.

Group V. 16 and 17, presumably in that order, as the latter is the large eagle presumed to be late. To this

group may be adjoined 18, the other heraldic eagle; the dies of which combine only with each other.

ILLUSTRATIONS

The plates are made from originals, chieflv from the Green Collection, made available by the courtesp of
Stack's. No. 9 is not illustrated because the flaw in the border does not show well in a photograph; no. 14 is

not available, but seems to involve only a small diebr:ak, probably is equivalent to observe of 13 with re-
verse of 12.

We are grateful to both Mr. Joseph Stack and to Mr. Morton Stack, who not only suggested the article,

but helped actively in the identification and classification of the varieties.
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AN UNRECORDED PROCLAMATION GOLD PIECE
OF THE ZAPOTECAS NATION.

By Hans M. F. Schulman

The specimen under discussion formerly was part of the well-known Green Collection,

and apparently is the only specimen not of this type alone, but of the entire nation of Zapo-

tecas Indians, who live in the Mexican state of Oaxaca, where they form the vast majority of

the population; Benito Juarez was one of them, and by far the best known.

Our piece may be described as follows:

The bust of Charles III to right, in ruff collar; rosace-1 760-rosace below; CAROL. III.

D.G.R. — HISP.ZAPTEC. (The Z is reversed.) Rx. Crowned shield surrounded by rays;

the shield shows a crowned lion to right within a border of six St. Andrew’s crosses; mint

mark(?) O below; HISP.ET.IND.R. — ZAP.PROCL. Milled edge, oblique; size, 27 mm;
weight, 12 grams. Yellow gold, cast; crude workmanship.

From the peculiarities of the style and workmanship we may be reasonably sure that we
have before us a locally made piece, of which there may have been very few specimens from

the beginning.

Proclamation pieces are known from many places in the Western Hemisphere, including

several towns in Mexico or New Spain; but we do not have any record, elsewhere, of a

proclamation piece issued by the Zapotecas Indians.

Upon the news of the new king’s accession, which usually reached New Spain within

a year’s time, many important cities and occasionally smaller towns issued semi-current

pieces with the new ruler’s portrait and name, stating that the king had been ‘proclaimed’

in their city. Sometimes, specific dignitaries, such as the local archbishop, or the citizenry,

are named. In this case, the Zapotecas Indians may have felt they had been left out, and

to rectify this omission, their chief had cast a few gold pieces to be used as mementoes;

“O” may be the mint mark for Oaxaca.

Proclamation pieces both in silver and gold are usually cast, seldom struck; and con-

sidering the crude appearance of some pieces issued by large communities, our lone sur-

vivor of Indian fidelity is not too badly done.

VARIATIONS OF THE U.S. RATION TOKENS.
By William Brimelow.

Although the new ration tokens are thought of by the public solely by their colors, red

and blue, observant people notice that in addition to the regular inscription “ OPA / 1 /

RED POINT (or) BLUE POINT’’ they bear near the bottom two small letters, which vary.
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These have aroused some curiosity, and it is explained by the manufacturers that they

are a kind of control mark to prevent counterfeiting. There are over a hundred different

dies, and the letters are arranged in series, beginning

A-B; A-C; A-D etc.: B-C; B-D; B-E etc: C-D; C-E etc.: D-E etc.: E-F etc. Counter-

feits can be compared with originals.

Three fourths of the tokens have been made by the Johnson Machine and Press Co.;

one fourth by the Yeterd Press, both of Elkhart, Indianna, and thus are truly an Elkhart

product. The courtesy of Mr. Reed of the Johnson firm in explaining the matter is gratefully

acknowledged.

At least one misstruck tax token has been seen, parts of two designs on a single flan.

If there are counterfeits however, no specimen has been encountered by the writer.

THE ARABO-BYZANTINE LEAD SEAL
AT PRINCETON.
By Thomas Ollive Mabbott.

In the Byzantine period seals were made usually of lead rather than wax, and took the

form of bullae or coin like metal objects impressed on obverse and reverse with metal dies.

Such seals were used for centuries, and by no means confined to the East, authough most com-

mon there. Byzantine seals of course usually bore Greek inscriptions, and a religious device

of some kind. Several thousand specimens representing a great number of varieties are

known. Study of these objects is decidedly difficult, because the impression was not infre-

quently poor, the condition of ancient lead is often now wretched, and the inscriptions make
use of a good many abbreviations and monograms, and, besides that, usually begin with a

formula, which is commonly the best preserved part of the seal, while the more important

names and titles that end the inscription are usually the part in worst condition. Seals are

made for public officials of all ranks, and also for private individuals, the latter usually smaller

than the former.

Although there are a great many Byzantine seals, those of a mixed character, involving

both Greek and Arabic elements, are decidedly uncommon. Perhaps the dual nature of such

pieces combines with the infrequent occurrence of specimens to make them a more or less

neglected class, as are purely Arabic lead seals.

However, Schlumberger in his great work on the Sigillographie de VEmpire Byzantine,

pages 74-76 and 605, described a fair number of seals which are partly Arabic, partly Byzan-
tine in character, and are supposed to have belonged either to Arabs in the service of the

Eastern Empire, or persons having many dealings with both Christians and Mahometans.
One seal, of a vestarch named Mahomet, bears his name in Greek on one side, in Arabic on
the other. Such a piece would of course be in no way repugnant to the feelings of the
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orthodox followers of the prophet, who at least in theory dislike images. Of course we know
that the earliest Mahometan coins often do bear types involving the human figure, and there

was perhaps some reservation felt about the use of pictures of very small size. But it is

certainly surprising to the modern student to find lead seals inscribed on the reverse with

Arabic and bearing on the obverse figures of St. John Theologus, St. Basil, St. George, the

Virgin, and even the Infant Christ. Yet all these are recorded by Schlumberger, who inci-

dentally mentions also a purely Greek seal of an Emir, at page 343.

The seal which forms the subject of the present paper obviously belonged to someone

who had business with both Christian and Mahometan which required him to attach to

documents a seal of the kind used by Byzantine officials and tradesmen. But it is remark-

able chiefly for the device chosen, which involves the Cross, the chief emblem of Christianity,

and certainly suggests that of Arabian ancestry, its owner was religiously a Christian, or

a man of extremely liberal religious views indeed.

This piece is now in the collection of Princeton University, to which it was left, together

with a number of coins, many years ago, by a graduate of that institution, the late Howard
Crosby Butler, who had conducted archeological expeditions, to Syria, Sardis, and Arabia.

Unfortunately he left no note on the provenance of the seal, and indeed its nature was not

recognized until about ten years ago, when it was skillfully cleaned by Professor E. R.

Caley. It was communicated to me by Professor Shirley H. Weber, who sent me a photo-

graph of which our illustration is an enlargement, and gave me permission to publish it.

This I long delayed doing, because the inscription is by no means easy to read, and my
friend Howland Wood could make it out only in part. Nevertheless, it now seems well to

make the piece known, since others, more learned in oriental studies may be able to eluci-

date it completely. It may be described thus:

Obverse. Cross between fleurons, reminiscent of the types of the coinage of Antioch.

Reverse. Beneath a floral ornament a single line of Arabic inscription ending with the

name Abdallah (?)

Lead, 17 mm.; about 9th Century A.D.

It is by no means certain whether there is an obverse inscription or not; one may fancy

one sees the letters EB which would be part of a common seal formula beginning KEBO, an

abbreviation for “Lord help” followed by words meaning ‘His Servant’ and a name — the

equivalent of our oath “So help me God” and as it were a solemn declaration. The reverse

inscription pretty surely ends with the name Abdallah. Mr. Wood read what goes before

as S..lm. It will be remembered that in Cufic inscriptions points are not used, some

letters are practically identical in form, and especially in the case of a badly preserved im-

pression of this kind, great difficulty in obtaining a sure reading is not unexpected. The
writer is by no means expert in such matters, and must rely on others for authoritative opin-

ion. But he would point out that some form of asseveration, the equivalent of ‘God bless’

or ‘Lord help’ might possibly appear on such a seal by analogy with the Greek formulae,

and that this might be in abbreviated form.
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A RECENTLY EXCAVATED FIREPLACE
IDENTIFIED BY COLONIAL COINS

By Phares O. Sigler

Some years ago the author devoted much time to the study of the coins of colonial Amer-

ica, and incidentally to the study of the manners, customs, and history of this period A
short time after the beginning of the War, he was assigned quarters overlooking the Poto-

mac River at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, just four miles below Mount Vernon. A few yards

from the back door can be seen the monument erected to honor the resting place of Lord

and Lady Fairfax. But a short walk brings one to the dismal remains of their once beauti-

ful manor house—Belvoir Mansion—from which the post takes its name. In this atmosphere

there is little wonder that one should turn beach-comber and at low tide search for evidence

of the Indians who roamed the banks many years before their peace and tranquility was rude-

ly disturbed by the coming of the white man. While looking along the banks of the

Potomac River for Indian relics about \
x/2 miles above Mount Vernon, the author recently

found a weathered piece of slate about one inch thick, which he closely examined because

it had the appearance of having been worked. (See Fig. 1). When cleaned of sand and

dirt the figures “1676’’ in colonial script appeared on the obverse, and part of a design

made of lines and dots on the reverse. (See Fig. 2).

The piece was at first thought a part of an old grave marker, such as the author had

seen in various places, but further search yielded two more pieces of slate, of the same
thickness and bearing lines and dots similar to the first piece found, and another piece,

of large size, also dated :: 1
676’’ on the reverse.

It was then quite clear that we had before us, an old fireplace and after the segments

thus excavated were placed together in jig-saw puzzle fashion, the result was the ornamental

fireplace shown in fig. 4. It measures 44” by 61”.

The question arose whether the pieces were of the colonial period. A comparison of the

figure “6” appearing on the slate with the “6” in the date on the reverse of the Oak tree shill-

ing, sixpence, threepence and twopence reveals a decided similarity. This, together with the

history of the site where the pieces were found, lends weight to the inference that the

pieces were genuinely colonial.

We may assume that 1676 represents approximately the year the house was built in.

In 1674 Lord Culpeper deed to Lieutenant Colonel John Washington (George Washing-
tons great-grandfather) and Colonel Nichholas Spencer, a 500 acre tract including the

present Mount Vernon estate and apparently including the site at which the slate was
found. This conveyance described the land as being “in the freshes of Pottomeek River
and near opposite to Piscataway, Indian towne of Mariland,” 1 in Stafford (now Fairfax)

County, Virginia. This was just two years prior to 1676, which was the usual time required
in those days to clear a place for a homesite, erect a temporary shelter, and obtain the

1. Wilstack, Paul Mount Vernon—Washington’s home and the Nation's shrine. 1930, p. 281.
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AN UNRECORDED PROCLAMATION PIECE OF THE ZAPOTECAS

THE ARABO BYZANTINE SEAL AT PRINCETON

RECENTLY EXCAVATED VIRGINIA FIREPLACE. (Fig. 1.).
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Fig. 2.

[Photographs by T-4 R. A. Snatchko, Public Relations Branch.]
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HOW OUR COINS ARE MADE - A PICTORAL REPORT.

In the following pages will be found a series of photographs, taken by, and published

with the kind permission and aid of Robert I. Nesmith 6 Associates, of New York City.

Mr. Nesmith took these pictures at The Mint in Philadelphia where he was privileged

to witness actual coining operations.

The Philadelphia Mint was established in 1793 and at first issued only copper cents;

in 1794, the first silver dollars were struck and $10.00 gold pieces were added during the

same year. Today, only silver and copper coins are being struck, but several foreign coun-

tries have their coins struck at the Philadelphia Mint.

The metals, alloyed according to law, are melted and cast into ingots. These are passed

through rolling mills, several trips between rollers transforming them into strips the thick-

ness of the coin desired.

In cutting presses discs are cut, and the unused metal is weighed and returned for re-

melting. I’he rolling operation makes the metal brittle and workable softness is restored in

the heat of the annealing furnace. At this stage, as in subsequent operations, careful check

is kept on the weight of the coins. (The discs that are too light are remelted, those too heavy

may be shaved.)

The metal discs are then tumbled in a mild acid solution to clean them and are dried in

a centrifugal machine.

The next step is the milling machine in which the edge of the blank is “upset , thus

creating the slightly raised edge which is necessary for the coins to stack readily.

Next, the inscription on both sides of the coin and the reeding on the edge are im-

pressed simultaneously, transforming the disc into a coin.

Afterwards, the coins are carefully inspected by hand, on a transmission belt, and

counted by automatic machines which deposit them in bags for shipment.



Plate V THE PHILADELPHIA MINT

j. A ton of silver bullion. 2. Casting silver ingots, 3. Weighing before melting.

4. Stamping disks from strips. 5. The planchets. 6. Returned waste metal.

{Photographs from R. I. Nesmith & Associates, New York.]



IN OPERATION Plate VI

7. Weighing blanks. 8. Milling-edge is "upset ".
9. Coining machines.

10. Coining machine stamps both sides. 11. Separating the light coins from the

heavy ones.
12. Examination of finished coins.

[Photographs from R. I. Nesmith & Associates, New York.]
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necessary material to start construction on a permanent home. In this connection it is in-

teresting to observe that in 1735 Augustine Washington, father of George, purchased 2500

acres of the original tract owned by Lieutenant Colonel John Washington, then known as

“Hunting Creek Plantation,” and brought his family there about 1735.

Thus George, at about 3 years of age, lived at Mount Vernon for the first time. The
exact location of the premises has never been determined, but it is believed to have been

near the present site of Mount Vernon. When the house burned down in 1739, the family

moved to a farm on the Rappahannock opposite Fredericksburg. 2 Did the newly-found

pieces of the slate fireplace come from the ruins of this old home? If so, its discovery will

be the means of locating the site of the long lost boyhood home of Washington, which may
also be the first permanent building erected on the Mount Vernon estate by a white man.

The year 1676 was an active and important one in Virginia’s history. While Gov-
ernor Berkeley enjoyed a lucrative fur trade with the Indians, the latter were attacking

border farms and killing the settlers. Berkeley’s inaction caused Nathaniel Bacon to take

the matter into his own hands and he crushed the Indians at the battle of Bloody Run.
a The

result was Bacon’s Rebellion and the defeat and withdrawal of the Governor from Virginia.

Considerable additional research will be necessary before the entire history of the fire-

place is accurately ascertained, especially with relation to the home of George Washington,

and this report is meant only as an initial account of what may yet turn out to be a major

discovery, from an archeological point of vew. An additional report may follow when
and if the evidence warrants or requires it.

2. George Washington Bicentennial Commission.

—

Honor to George Washington. Washington, D.C., p. 162.

THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND FINENESS OF PERSIAN DARICS
By Earle R. Caley

Of considerable numismatic interest is the remark of Herodotus 1 concerning the quality

of the gold in the coins of Darius. According to the standard text his statement is as follows:

“Dareios men gar chrysion katherotaton apepsesas es to dynatotaton nomisma ekop-

sato.”

This may be translated thus: Darius had refined gold to the highest degree of purity

in order to have coins struck of it. In addition to its inherent interest as a statement sig-

nificant for the history of early numismatics this statement has a certain special interest

attached to it because its truth may be tested by the results of modern investigations of the

composition of ancient darics.

WEen the composition of darics has ever been investigated by accurate fire or wet

assay methods is somewhat uncertain. Early in the last century Letronne 2 reported that a

Herod, IV, 166.
1

2Consideration generales sur 1’evaluation des monnaies grecques et romaines, Paris, 1817, p. 108.
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daric had been assayed with the result that only 3 per cent of base metal was found, but

the method of assay is not described. Similar results were later reported. Hill3 , for ex-

ample, stated that darics contain from 95.8 to 97.0 per cent fine gold, but here again no

published data exists by which to judge the accuracy of these figures. There is reason to

believe that most of them are only approximate, and some, indeed, may have been obtain-

ed merely by the touchstone method of assay.

The only assays of which the accuracy may now be critically judged have been made
by the specific gravity method, and although assays made by this method are sometimes not

accurate, they are usually reliable for gold of high purity such as is obviously present in

darcis. Where the specific gravity method gives deceptive results is with those occasional

individual coins that accidentally contain minute internal cavities in the metal. However,
when a number of coins of a given type are examined by this method it is altogether un-

likely that more than one or two at the most will contain such cavities so that the results

as a whole will be a reliable index of the degree of fineness of the metal of the coins of

this type. Actually, the fineness of a number of darics has been determined by this method,

and the general consistency of the results is a strong indication of their essential accuracy

for all the coins that have so far been thus examined.

TABLE I.

Weight, Specific Gravity Fineness, and Gold Content of Darics

Weight Specific Fineness Gold Conte
No. Grams Gravity % Grams

1 8.40 18.79 96.7 8.12

2 8.34 18.90 97.5 8.13

3 8.36 18.91 97.6 8.16

4 8.27 18.92 97.6 8.07

5 8.32 18.98 98.0 8.15

6 8.33 19.02 98.2 8.18

8 8.20 19.07 98.6 8.09

7 8.32 19.04 98.3 8.18

9 8.13 19.09 98.7 8.20

10 8.37 19.09 98.7 8.26

Av. 8.32 18.98 98.0 8.15

NOTES

Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 were assayed by Hunkin, No. 9 by Head, and Nos. 2 and

10 by the present author. Nos. 7 and 9 are probably the same coin. The averages shown

are the straight averages of the ten sets of results. Practically the same averages result if

No. 7 and No. 9 are considered to be the same coin.

sHandbook of Greek and Roman Coins, London, 1899, p. 13.
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daric had been assayed with the result that only 3 per cent of base metal was found, but

the method of assay is not described. Similar results were later reported. Hill3 , for ex-

ample, stated that darics contain from 95.8 to 97.0 per cent fine gold, but here again no

published data exists by which to judge the accuracy of these figures. There is reason to

believe that most of them are only approximate, and some, indeed, may have been obtain-

ed merely by the touchstone method of assay.

The only assays of which the accuracy may now be critically judged have been made
by the specific gravity method, and although assays made by this method are sometimes not

accurate, they are usually reliable for gold of high purity such as is obviously present in

darcis. Where the specific gravity method gives deceptive results is with those occasional

individual coins that accidentally contain minute internal cavities in the metal. However,
when a number of coins of a given type are examined by this method it is altogether un-

likely that more than one or two at the most will contain such cavities so that the results

as a whole will be a reliable index of the degree of fineness of the metal of the coins of

this type. Actually, the fineness of a number of darics has been determined by this method,

and the general consistency of the results is a strong indication of their essential accuracy

for all the coins that have so far been thus examined.

TABLE I.

Weight, Specific Gravity Fineness, and Gold Content of Darics

Weight Specific Fineness Gold Content
No. Grams Gravity % Grams

1 8.40 18.79 96.7 8.12

2 8.34 18.90 97.5 8.13

3 8.36 18.91 97.6 8.16

4 8.27 18.92 97.6 8.07

5 8.32 18.98 98.0 8.15

6 8.33 19.02 98.2 8.18

8 8.20 19.07 98.6 8.09

7 8.32 19.04 98.3 8.18

9 8.13 19.09 98.7 8.20

10 8.37 19.09 98.7 8.26

Av. 8.32 18.98 98.0 8.15

NOTES

Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 were assayed by Hunkin, No. 9 by Head, and Nos. 2 and

10 by the present author. Nos. 7 and 9 are probably the same coin. The averages shown

are the straight averages of the ten sets of results. Practically the same averages result if

No. 7 and No. 9 are considered to be the same coin.

3Handbook of Greek and Goins, London, 1899, p. 13.
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The first investigator to determine the fineness of a Persian daric by the specific

gravity method appears to have been Head4
. This coin was one of those in the collection

at the British Museum. Later, Hunkin 5 examined by the same method a number of darics

in this collection. One of the coins he examined was probably the same as that examined

by Head. The present writer has assayed in the same way two additional specimens, one

found during the excavation of the Athenian Agora, the other in the collection at Prince-

ton University. All these results are shown in Table I. The results obtained by Hunkin
and the one by Head have been recalculated on the basis of gold having a specific gravity

of 19.30 and of silver having a specific gravity of 10.50 since these values correspond bet-

ter with the most reliable experimental determinations of the specific gravities of these

metals than the values used by these authors.

Theophrastus of Eresos in his Treatise on Stones, composed near the end of the Fourth

Century B.C., mentions (secs. 45-47) a method of assaying gold by fire and describes briefly

the touchstone method, which is a possible indication that suitable methods of assay were
available and in use for the minting of darics.

TABLE II.

An Analysis of the Variations in Weight, Gold Content, and Fineness

Percentage Deviation
Minimum Maximum Total from Average
Value Value Range Minimum Maximum

Weight: 8.20 g. 8.40 g. 0.20 g. <—1.4 fl.O

Gold Content: 8.07 g. 8.26 g. 0.19 g. —'1.0 f 1.3

Fineness: 96.7 % 98.7 % 2.0 % — 1.3 f0.7

In Table II is shown an analysis of the variation in weight, gold content, and fine-

ness in this series of coins. The small range in these characteristics, especially the small

range in fineness, is remarkable. Now, it is highly probable from the composition of the

ancient electrum coins of the eastern Mediterranean countries and from the composition of

modern specimens of native gold from this general region that the native gold available to

the ancient Persians was not only variable in composition but usually not of a high de-

gree of fineness. They must, therefore, have had available a method of removing the silver,

copper, and other impurities from their native gold and so refining it to the high state of

purity in which it exists in their coins. It might also be inferred from the constancy of the

fineness of gold in darics that the ancient Persians also had a means of assay that would

inform them when they had refined their gold to this high state of purity. Though it is by

no means improbable that they did have such a means of control over their metallurgical

operations6
, the constant high degree of fineness of darics does not necessarily imply this.

It is equally, or perhaps even more probable, that the constant high degree of fineness

of the gold in darics represents the limit of refinement by the method at their disposal. In

other words they probably subjected their native gold to repeated refining until they reached

the limit of possible purification. Thus the statement of Herodotus quoted at the beginning

of this article appears to be fully confirmed by the results of the modern scientific exam-

ination of the metal of the gold coins of Daiius.

4,6. Num. Chron. 1887, p. 303, and 1916, p. 257.
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AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN ENCASED POSTAGE STAMPS

By Alphonse Storfer-Kimpolung

Patented in the United States by J. Gault, in 1862, these postage stamps, encased in

a metal or similar frame and mica, were at first designed to relieve the scarcity of small

change brought on by the Civil War; however, to defray the considerable costs of the

mica, many firms used them as advertising media and placed their names on the back. There

were about 35 issuing concerns in the United States, and denominations ranged from 1 to

90 cents.

Conditions similar to those prevailing during the Civil War in the United States, ex-

isted in Europe at the end of the Great War, from about 1917 to 1922.

A great scarcity, in fact, an absence of small metallic change threatened to hamper

normal commercial transactions, forcing various merchants to attempt solutions of their own.

Small amounts are the rule, 5 and 10 pfennig or centimes average denominations.

Some of the frames are white metal, some brass, some are just cardboard; the arrange-

ment followed here is purely alphabetic and represents of course only a fraction of the ex-

isting material. But in view of the almost total absence of any descriptive material in this

series, it was thought advisable to publish some of the 20th Century varieties.

1. AUSTRIA. Hammer Bread Co. 100 kronen (i.e. 1 groschen). White plastic case,

legend black-red-silver. “Ask for Hammer bread.” Pat. Reg. Austroreklame, Vienna III,

Boerhavegasse 9.

2. AUSTRIA. Popoff Tea Co. 100 kronen. Casse as above, but legend black-red. “Try
Popoff tea.” Austroreklame, Vienna III, Boerhavengasse 9.

3. AUSTRIA. John Urban & Son, Vienna. 100 kronen. White metal case, legend

stamped on back.” John Urban and Son Vienna VII, Zieglerg. 12" in circle, around,

“Linen Lingerie Trousseaux.”

4. FRANCE. Credit Lyonnais (Bank) 25 centimes, blue. Aluminum case, legend

stamped on back. “Credit Lyonnais.” (name of patent, Fyp, beneath) in center, “National

Loan 6%. 1920.—Underwrite it.”

5. FRANCE. Credit Lyonnais. 5 centimes, green. As before.

6. FRANCE. New Galleries (a department store). Paris? 5 Centimes, green. Alum-
inum case, legend stamped on back. “New galleries” (name of patent, as before, above), in

center around, “novelties, household goods, furniture.”

7. ITALY. Bank of G. Raita & Co., Rome. 5 centesimi, green. Aluminum case, leg-

end stamped on back. “Bank of G. Raita & Co. Rome” (name of patent, fyp, and Italian

patent holder Solani of Milan below).
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8. NORWAY. Alf Christian Nielsen, Agency, Kristiania (Oslo). 1 oere, yellow. White
metal case, legend embosssed on cardboard back under mica white on red. “Export—'Im-
port Agency Alf Chr. Nielsen, Kristiania Telephone 12347k, telegram address’’ Analyse,"

(Haenel Berlin SW 11 D R G M—German patent).

9. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. Hobo News, New York City. 6 pfennig, green.

Red backed brass case, with legend in white printed on back. “To Hell With Hitler.” This

item is of course of very recent origin and was never intended as a circulating medium.

10. GERMANY. Aachen. Gottfried Reulen. 10 pfennig, green. Celluloid case, white,

covering yellow board with legend in green, white, bue. “People in the know drink Old
Reulen, made by the Aachen steam corn-brandy destillery Gottfried Reulen, Aachen, found-

ed 1855. (A. Zoelzer, Elberfeld, D.R.G.M.—Gerfan patent).”

1. Coblenz. John Jacoby. 5 pfennig, brown. Aluminum case, legend stamped on back.

“John Jacoby, Coblenz—around. Ladies’ accessories-lingerie-fashions.”

12

.

Dortmund. Otto Berthold. 5 pfennig brown ( Germania ). Celluloid cases, yellow,

covering yellow board, black writing. Around oven (sparherd), “Otto Berthold. Dortmund
Muensterstr. 6-8. (A. Zoelzer, Elberfeld, D. R. G. M.)”

13. Duisburg Civic Brewery, Inc. 10 pfennig, green. Celluloid case, black, yellow

lengend on back.” Civic Brewery, Inc. Duisburg. BB (monogram). Formerly, Werth
Brothers” (A. Zoelzer Elberfeld D.R.G.M.) "The term civic ( buergerlich )

refers to moderate

prices and informal atmosphere, rather like “neighborhood store.”

14. Duisburg, as above, but 5 pfennig, red. Same case.

15. Duesseldorf. Leo Kropp, Stamp dealer. 10 pfennig, green. Yellow celluloid case,

with picture of a Cape of Good Hope triangular stamp and legend in green on yellow.

“Stamp dealer Leo Kropp Duesseldorf Bismarckstr. 44.”

16. Frankfurt on Main. Merz rivet works. 10 pfennig, green. Blue steel case, legend

stamped in on back. “Merz Works Frankfurt on Main/Rhine furnish rivets for all pur-

poses.”

17. Frankfurt on Main. Merz. 10 pfennig, green. Yellow steel case, as before. “Merz
—fig. of man, woman and child—shoe cream adds brightness to the house— (Merz works

—

Frankufrt on Main/Rhine).”

18. Fuerth. Bernard Ullman & Co. 10 pfennig, orange (Germania). Aluminum case,

legend stamped on back. “Bernard Ullmann & Co.—Fuerth (Bavaria)—bronze colors, alu-

minum powder and sheet metal factories.”

19. Hamm. Rueberg’s Cordials, 5 pfennig, brown (Germania). Celluloid case, white, red-

black legend on back. “Drink Rueberg’s Cordials. Hamm in Westphalia.”

20. Kiel. XIVth Army Corps. Celluloid case, colorless, covering board with picture

(photograph) of Kiel Castle on back, front has a small military stamp of 20 pfennig, issued

by the 14th Army Corps stationed at Kiel.
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21. Mayence. J. Schmitt Mills. 10 pfennig, green. Yellow steel or brass case, legend

stamped on back. Center has a sheaf of wheat similar to the one on the regular 50 pfen-

nig piece of 1919-1922, and the same motto “To work means blessings;” around, “J, Schmitt

steam mills. Mayence telephone 266 and 768.”

22. Mayence-'Wiesbaden. Carl Koch & Co., Bankers. Value and case as no. 21. “Bank-

ing agency Carl Koch & Co., Mayence-Wiesb iden.”

23. Offenbach on Main. Kohl. Value and case as no. 22. “Kohl Fashions Offenbach

on Main.”

24. Ohlings in Rhineland. E. Schmidt, 10 pfennig, green. Celluloid cases, orange, with

white-black writing on back. “Fine old German Brandy—Pat. reg. E. Schmidt, dealers,

Ohlings, Rhineland, telephone 890
—

‘Eschmi’ brand, the quality brand.”

25. Oppach in Saxony. E. L. Kempe & Co. 10 pfennig, green. Aluminum case, legend

stamped on back. Two bottles, inscribed “Kempe Exqu'^it” and “St. Afra” over legend “E.

L. Kempe, Inc. Oppach in Saxony.”

26. Munich. Thomas Brewery. 10 pfennig green. Yellow celluloid cases, legend on

back in red and black. Bust of saint with “St. Thomas” over legend “Thomas Brewery Light

Original Recipe Munich.”

27. Ratisbon. G. Graser. Bavarian 5 pfennig, green, overprint black. White metal case,

red back with white legend. “Control, Order and System created by a National Cash

Register. Sole Representation, G. Graser, Ratisbon, Landshuter str. 44, telephone 1391.”

28. Germany. Uncertain location. Pelikan Ink. 25 pfennig, brown. White metal case,

yellow card board back with blue legend. “Write with Pelikan ink.”

29. Germany. Uncertain location. Pelikan Ink. 10 pfennig, green. As above.

30. Germany. Uncertain. 50 pfennig, wine. Card board case, gold, back printed in

gold-yellow-blue. “Cycles Scaldis” Bicycles?

There are many more than the varieties mentioned above, but for the purpose of

comparative studies, the selection is representative. (Thanks are due to Messrs. Stacks, who
own many of the above pieces, and to Mr. Holzer, who read the proofs.)

A COIN WITH THE NAME OF BENITO MUSSOLINI

By Lewis M. Reagan

Some time ago I obtained what seems to be the first instance of a coin bearing the

name of Benito Mussolini, who kept away from putting his name or portrait on the coin

of the realm.

The piece in question is an aluminum-bronze 2 lire piece, dated 1927, and was issued

for the Milan Exposition of that year.
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It may be described as follows:

Bare head of Victor Emanuel III to right, date 1928 below, underneath which, artist’s

signature G. CASTIGLIONI. Inscr. VITTORIO EMANUELE III REGNANDO (under

the rule of Victor Emanuel III) around. Rx. Youth with fasces on horseback to left, head

turned right. Underneath, LIRE DVE/VALEVOLE/NELL’ INTERNO/DELLA FIERA
ESPOSIZIONE DI MILANO/E CONVERTIBLE DALLA FIERA IN/VALVTA LE-
GALE SINO AL/ 19 GIVGNIO A VII E. F.(2 Lire—Good within the Fair and Exposition

grounds at Milan— and exchangeable within the Fair, into legal tender up to June 19, year

7 of the Fascist Era.) Around, CAPO DEL GOVERNO. BENITO MUSSOLINI. (Head
of Government, Benito Mussolini). By S. Johnson.

Coins issued especialy for expositions are nothing new in Italian numismatics; a 20 cen-

tesimi in bronze was issued during the Milan Exposition of 1909 and circulated freely within

the Fair grounds; the ‘jubilee’ issues of 1911, while primarily in honor of 50 years of king-

dom, may be classed similarly, as they were placed into circulation during the festivities of

that year.

The title ‘Head of Government’ assumed on this piece by the Italian dictator, is that

used by Mussolini regularly in certain types of communication. As far as this writer knows,

this is the only piece issued at the exposition. No piece with Mussolini’s portrait as well as

name, is known to have been struck. Since the piece was issued by the government for use

at a fair supervised by the government, although its circulation was limited, it is rather a

coin than a token.

A DISCUSSION OF THE SO-CALLED
‘BUNGTOWN TOKENS’

By Charles N. Schmall

NOTE. (The Bungtown Series is of course familiar to every collector, but almost

nothing is known about the pieces, or rather we should say that the most varied opinions

have been held and expressed by various persons. Some of these opinions have been

printed in obscure places, others have not been printed at all. We know that much in-

terest is now felt in the series, and therefore we felt that the views of so devoted a collector

as Mr. Schmall, who has sought them for over twenty years, should be recorded. That some

of his views will be matter of controversy, we and the author are alike aware, but we
believe that the understanding of an obscure series can be best advanced by the trial and

error method. We must have theories clearly stated before their validity can be tested. We
therefore feel it a privilege to publish the following paper, and invite comments. Some have

been promised. Ed.)
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It will be seen that Mr. Schmall advances two main ideas, which are however more or less independent of

each other. One of them we consider of the first impotance; that the legends of bungtowns are not pure non-

sense, but are often intended to convey ideas of a political kind, or at least to have some satirical meaning.

This idea was often more or less intentionally veiled, and so has sot always been clear to later possessors of

the tokens; but it apparently was frequently something that must have bees plain enough to the contemporaries

who received the pieces in change. This is a great advance on the usually previously received idea that non-

sense was used to replace the legends of legitimate coins which were imitated with sole purpose of avoiding the

laws against counterfeiting.

A glance at the word BUNGTOWN in the Dictionary of American English reveals that the compilers of

that work did not obtain quite satisfactory contemporary uses of the word. They have; but one from the 18th

Century, and that records that all coppers except bungtowns shall be received at the rate of 160 to the dollar

in New York. This implies that there were many kinds of coppers in circulation that were not bungtowns;

that everyone knew what a bungtown was, and that a bungtown was an inferior thing, received if at all, at

a discount. The other quotations in the DAE are all from a period; of the 19th Century when they would seem

more probably apply to Jackson cents than the old 18th Century tokens; the word was used in the 19th Century

as a designation again of inferior copper pieces, often with a satirical or political idea in types or inscriptions.

We believe the people of 1835 and 1840 included many who recalled the 18th Century bungtowns. Mr. Schmall

seems to us to have given us the lead to an understanding of the term. A bungtown was never a “best piece”;

it was often satirical.

Professor Schmall’s seond theory is itself twofold; and is geographical. He thinks the pieces largely used

in Pennsylvania and made there. The first idea is of course in part undeniable; whether even chiefly used in

Pennsylvania will be questioned. The place of production is of course a matter of controversy, and we expect

many will disagree with our author. The matter is one for further investigation to decide.

T. O. M.

The Bungtown series constitutes one of the most intriguing and fascinating groups of

American Colonial coinage. No thorough investigation of their purpose and origin is on

record. Only one list has ever been compiled; namely, that made by James Atkins and pub-

lished at the end of his book on British Provincial Coins under the title of “Imitations of

Regal Coins ’.

Through the courtesy of the editors and publishers of the “Numismatic Review” I now
lay the result of my researches before its readers. My theories may not meet with the ap-

proval of some quarters; at any rate, they represent the opinions of one who has devoted a

long time in an attempt to penetrate the mystery surrounding the Bungtown tokens.

I have arrived at some definite conclusions regarding the Bungtowns.

( 1 )
They were issued by several groups of persons in the American Colonies as well as

in England, motivated by definite aims and purposes.

(2) They were intended as disguised vehicles for various types of satirical publicity

and propaganda.

(3) They were designed to conform to the English regal coinage in order to give them

currency as tokens for the use of merchants who experienced an acute shortage of

small change in business tranactions.

In all of these aims they were amply successful, as I shall endeavor to point out.

The Bungtown tokens embrace a period of about a century (1696-1796), but most of

them appeared during the first half of the reign of George III, or from 1760 to 1785. They
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received their greatest impetus in 1760, when the “VOCE POPULI” coins reminded King

George III, in the very first year of his rule, that the people had voices or wanted a voice in

the government of America. The Pitt Stamp Act tokens of 1766 also helped to stimulate inter-

est in these pieces as a medium for political controversy or propaganda. In 1783 the

“GEORGIUS TRIUMPHO” halfpenny started the declining period of the Bungtowns.

Strangely enough, the reverse of this coin also bears the legend “VOCE POPULI"

,

as an

echo of the earlier warning. The triumphant George was Washington, and not the king;

but the royal portrait was placed on the coin as a parting gesture of respect to the monarch,

who had lost his American Colonies by failing to heed the voices of the people.

For a long time there had prevailed in America an undercurrent of discontent and dis-

satisfaction with the conduct of the royal governors sent over from England. The haughty

and arrogant attitude displayed toward the colonists by the king and by Parliament, when
petitions reached them for a redress of grievances, or when their policies toward the Colo-

nies became too harsh, led to the formation of what would be called today the “underground

movement.” This found expression in several ways; namely, anti-British pamphlets, news-

paper articles, literary societies, safety committees, “Sons of Liberty”, Clubs, etc., the leaders

of which were always anonymous of course, for obvious reasons. Finally, the idea of a

circulating medium, in form of metallic currency, to serve the double purpose of money and
message, began to take root. There was also opposition to the government in England.

The “VOCE-POPULI” half-penny was followed by various other types which I have

treated below, arranged in groups revolving around various slogans, catch-phrases mottoes,

etc. All had one underlying purpose in view; namely, to loosen gradually and almost im-

perceptibly the ties with the mother country, and finally to achieve complete independence.

Oddly enough, circumstances favored the movement. The Colonies had always been troubled

with a lack of specie or hard money. So these Bungtown tokens were accepted freely and

passed current without question. Tradesmen were too busy to read and interpret the inscrip-

tions; but those who knew, were very observant of the effects on the population.

After the “GEORGIVS TRIUMPHO” half-penny, dated 1783, had ushered in the be-

ginning of the end, there came a gradual transition to the well-known American Colonial cop-

pers and state coinages, which sprang up and circulated until 1789, when the series made its

exit.

At this point the people in Great Britain took up the trail and issued a series of pieces

calling for more personal liberty, fewer taxes, larger loaves of bread for their money, cheaper

theatre tickets, better trials by jury, election of favored candidates, etc. These are too well

known to the reader to require a digression here to describe them. Besides, they are not

American issues.

In 1787, the so-called “Conder Tokens” were issued, and the era of “Bungtowns” was

but a memory. A few scattered pieces continued to crop up occasionally, both here and

abroad, up to 1800; but not enough of them to alter the general tenor or classification of the

series.

That nobody cared about the varying weights of the Bungtowns is understandable. The

portion of the Bungtown series dated between 1760 and 1785, bears legends displaying the

following sentiments: satirical, sarcastic| patriotic, political, anti-papal, anti-British, pro-

British, anti-Irish, etc. The dates on the series, as a whole, are mostly misdated; i.e., outside
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the regnal years of the king. Thus, for example a token with head of George III and a date

before 1760; or one of George II with a date before 1727 or after 1760. Some of the tokens

can be coupled, as being issued by opposing factions. Thus, a pro-English piece with

“GEORGE RULES” is answered by a similar anti-English coin with the added reverse

“BRITONS ISLES”. In other words, George does not rule in America but only in Britain.

Thus, a pro-English piece with “GEORGE RULES” is answered by a similar anti-

English coin wirh the added reverse “BRITONS ISLES”. In other words, George does

not rule in America but only in Britain.

I am convinced that tokens with the “North Wales

”

reverse, dated prior to 1783, were

issued in the Quaker meeting town of North Wales in Pennsylvania, which was founded by

early Welsh immigrants. This is the place which I have tentatively identified as the “Bung-

town” site. Thomas Chalkley, an itinerant Quaker preacher in Philadelphia, records several

of his visits to Quaker meetings here. I quote verbatim a few notations from a copy of a

book, in my own library, entitled: “A Journal of the Life , Labours and Travels of Thomas
Chalkley”

,

published by B. Franklin and D. Hall in Philadelphia, 1744.

“1724 (March 23). After a little stay at home (Philadelphia) I went on a first day

(i.e. Monday) to NORTH WALES or GWINNEDD where there was a pretty large meet-

ing, many young people being there.” (Page 114)

“1725 (5th Month). In this month I was at Middletown in Bucks County (Pa.),

from whence I went to GWYNNEDD OR NORTH-WALES, where on the first day of

the week we had a very large meeting.” (Page 152-153)

“1738. The latter end of the first month I was at the burial of Robert Evan of NORTH-
WALES.” (Page 302)

“1741. After this winter (of 1740) I was at a general meeting at GERMANTOWN

,

and at meetings in NORTH-WALES, Horsham and Byberry.” (Page 314)

Although some heads resembling Quakers are portrayed on a few of the tokens, there

is an absence of anti-Quaker sentiments, although this religious denomination was persecuted

in the other Colonies. The “North Wales” tokens point strongly to the Quakers as their

authors.

JAMES ATKINS listed 491 of the Bungtown tokens, classified according to the inscrip-

tions. Since his day, a number of pieces unknown to him have been discovered, increasing

the number to about 550. Some are mulings of known dies.

In the course of the next article I shall attempt to give a plausible interpretation of every

type of motto found on these tokens. For example, “MUSIC CHARMS” and “SHAKES-
PEAR BRITAINS GLORY” refer, respectively, to the English troupes of minstrels and
actors who toured the Colonies before 1775 and gave fine performances, the records of which

are found in several Colonial diaries and memoirs published in the 19th cenutry, including

the diary of Philip Vickers Fithian, wha was a tutor in the Carter Family at Nomini Hall on

the Potamac.

Again, the “HEBRIDES” token of 1781 is a sneer at Dr. Samuel Johnson for his anti-

American pamphlet entitled: “TAXATION NO TYRANNY. AN ANSWER TO THE
RESOLUTIONS OF THE AMERICAN CONGRESS.” London 1775. His visit to these

islands with James Bowell is recalled. It is an indirect suggestion to him to go back to the

Hebrides.

(PART II WILL APPEAR IN THE NEXT ISSUE)
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COLLECTORS BEWARE!
A HISTORY OF C O U N T E R F E I T I N G - P A R T III

By Joseph B. Stack

The writer begins this instalment by relating an experience we had with a group of

Chinese dollar sized “coins.” These pieces were actually struck, and from rather well cut

and artistic dies. The types were all interesting, and portraits of famous Chinese worthies

were among them. They had all the appearance of coins of real historical and even some
artistic merit. Photographs were brought us by a man connected with the ill fated S.S. Presi-

dent Coolidge, who said he could obtain a fair number from a Chinese dealer in Shanghai.

The firm of Stack’s ordered a large number of them, and we frankly admit that a small per-

centage of this purchase was sold, when as a member of the Numismatic Society of China, the

writer received an issue of its magazine in which there was an article on the newest frauds

—

which proved to be pieces of the series he had bought. He at once wrote to all collectors

who had purchased the pieces and made refund upon return of the “coins.” The types were
indeed historical, but all the pieces were of a single style, and the proper dates would have

been varied over a long period, some of the subjects were chosen without regard to Chinese

ideas of propriety (such as a portrait of a long dead and sacred but by no means popular

emperor) and others were otherwise suspected at once by experts in China, who also got wind
of the plot. The late Howland Wood suspected some persons actually connected with one

of the local mints might have been mixed up in the matter, but this is perhaps to be doubted.

Most of the so-called coins are of course not exactly counterfeits, but fantasies, since no

originals of the same types exist. But pieces imitating the famous Formosa dollar occur and

are the clearest possible evidence of the bad intent of the manufacturers. These pieces have

been remarked on already in the Coin Collector’s Journal, and in a previous issue of the

Numismatic Review.

A word should here be said about the Chinese numismatist’s attitude toward fakes. Ad-
vanced collectors, we believe, are as particular about strict authenticity as are we. But it has

long been considered that a reproduction which faithfully represents an original coin is

worthy of a place in a collection; what we should call space-fillers are dignified by the polite

term “representative specimens.” But the so-called dollars were deceptive in intent, we feel

sure, and even the polite term fantasy pieces is rather a matter of courtesy than fact.

PATTERNS ?

Many pieces of highly unpleasant antecedents are in collectors’ cabinets under the head-

ing of “patterns.” Some of these were not made with fraudulent intent, and might appro-

priately be collected as medalets, but they are sometimes bought and sold as something far

better. The 1803 pieces bearing the name Kettle, which resemble the half and quarter

eagle were actually made to be used as gambling house counters. There is also a piece dated

1849, sometimes taken for a pioneer gold coin struck in inferior metal is also a gambling

counter.
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Other pieces rejoice in the name of private patterns. Now private patterns may exist,

in this way; certain governments have on accasion had legitimate coins manufactured abroad,

sometimes at the mints of other governments, sometimes at the establishments of private

companies. Conceivably a piece may be struck as a sample by a mint competing for an

order to send to the officials of a country that has asked for a quotation on an issue planned.

But a good many pieces of this nature were made with the primary and even the sole pur-

pose of sale to collectors. (The laws rarely prohibit the manufacture of pieces that could not

be passed as money in the supposed country of issue; in the old days the laws of some coun-

tries failed to prohibit the actual counterfeiting of foreign coins.) Pieces of the type alluded

to are hence not always strictly speaking counterfeits, but they are not coins, and they are

not patterns, for no legitimate use of the designs for a proposed coinage really existed. We
believe several pieces inscribed Orange Free State, Liberia, Cape of Good Hope, and Gri-

quatown are of this nature.

The coinage of Lundy Island is in a special category; it was struck by a gentlemen

who owned most or all of the island (which is subject to Great Britain) and in denomina-

tions of puffins (the name of a bird, not a coin.) We understand that the authorities actually

brought an action against the issuer, and it was decided that the British law had been in-

fringed (we think perhaps on some other count than counterfeiting). It was shown how-
ever in court that no evil intent had existed, no concealment attempted, that if any pieces

were circulated they could be redeemed, and Mr. Harmon got off with a very light penalty

of a small fine, the judge remarking that the case was a very amusing one. These pieces were

illegal, and hence not really coins; some collectors however may choose to regard them as

tokens by a liberal extension of the term. The prices asked were always about right for

amusing souvenirs. We include them among the frauds, but must admit that they have little

harm in them, and when understood may be appropriately kept with the British Series. They
may have enjoyed a very limited circulation.

Of curiously indeterminate nature are certain French pieces. In that country at certain

times there has been heated competition among artists for the designing of the official coinage.

Pieces of designs submitted were struck as samples at the time, and many are of much artis-

tic merit, and of real interest to the collector. But unhappily the pieces in some cases were

not merely issued to those who wished them at the time (as was the custom in the old days

with patterns made at the U. S. mint) but the striking was continued long after all thoughts

of possible adoption of the designs had ceased. Certain patterns for the coinage of 1848 could

be bought as late as 1938, and it is feared the supply was not merely a remainder but in-

cluded restrikes. (It should be added that a few pieces of a satirical kind of the 1848 period

although inscribed as if coins were really only political medals. These however are are, and

part of a series to which certain distinguished numismatists, including the great DeSaulcy,

have been devoted. We do not know of any fraudulent use of such pieces.)

Another practice of the French mint is annoying to collectors. It is the custom to con-

tinue to issue medals made originally at the French mint; including some made for this coun-

try. These things are called restrikes, but it was the opinion of the late Howland Wood
that new dies were prepared by mechanical means from the old, and the medals of perhaps

a century ago continued to be issued until very recent times. Usually these pieces bear on
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the edge the word ARGENT or CUIVRE (silver or copper) which the originals lack, and

so can be easily distinguished—unless some kindly soul removes these embarrassing marks.

If that has happened, close attention to the workmanship, which of course is a trifle more

regular and mechanical in the restrikes will show the difference, at any rate if restrike and

original are placed side by side the appearance is distinctive of each. But the constant issue

certainly lowers the value and to some extent destroys the contemporary quality which is

part of the virtue of a medal, and it is to be hoped that the mint of Paris will change its

policy in this respect after the war.

IMPORTANT
Many U.S. patterns of adopted design, but struck in other metals than that proper for

coinage for trial purposes have been fraudulently plated with gold and silver. If these

pieces pass from collection to collection, the plating of course begins to wear off. Pieces to

be very careful about are the eagle of 1863, the three dollar gold piece of 1875, and the

silver dollar of 1851; but we believe there are others.

While discussing the plating of coins, we may mention a peculiar kind of forgery which

is of high value. It is the platinum coin, gold plated. In certain times the value of platinum

was less than that of gold, and by means of plating a piece could be made of higher value,

and almost equal weight. We have heard of and seen specimens of U.S. issues in this form,

which we think were private forgeries, although it has been claimed some may have been

really trial pieces, and because the value of platinum is now higher than gold we believe that

authorities are hesitant to condemn them.

(to be continued)

CHRISTIAN AND SECULAR GRAFFITI ON LATE
ROMAN AND BYZANTINE GOLD PIECES.

By Hans Holzer

Graffiti (sometimes styled sgraffiti) or scratched inscriptions may of course occur on any

suitable surface, and coins present such a suitable surface. But the space available for in-

scribing is naturally very small, and coin graffiti are either extremely brief or very minute,

almost always the former. This brevity limits the interest of such inscriptions, and often

they are unintelligible. Graffiti occur occasionally on all sorts of coins, ancient, and for that

matter, modern. Some are markings of dedications to a divinity, some are marks of owner-

ship, some are merely marks of identification (like those on a “marked bill” with us) and

some perhaps are the result of no more than fancy, when some idle person marked a coin to

pass the time.

Sporadic graffiti of this kind often have almost no connection with the coin on which they

are found. It is only when graffiti occur with some frequency on coins of a particular series
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that they suggest a special custom, which may be interpreted. There are a few series of

ancient coins on which, graffiti are found far more frequently than on others, and one of these

is Byzantine (and late Roman) solidi. It is not to be supposed that they occur on a majority

of known solidi, but they do occur on an appreciable proportion, sufficient to allow me to

record no less than 111 marked coins, accessible in America. World conditions make it

impossible to consult foreign collections, but enough material is here to justify discussion.*

It is obvious that the dating of a scratched letter on an ancient coin is very difficult, since it

is hard to say how old the coin was when it was marked. But graffiti rather have tended to

decrease than increase the value of a coin in the eyes of collectors, and little attention has

been paid to such markings by scholars, so that a motive for forgery is almost absent.

The material consisted of 119 late Roman and Byzantine gold coins, chiefly solidi, and
close scrutiny yielded 1 1 1 different graffiti worthy of listing. Of the coins examined only

about 34 seem to bear markings of any sort. The distribution of the coins, according to

rulers, is as follows:

Constantius II 5 pieces

Julianus II 3 pieces

Jovianus 1 piece

Valens and Valentinianus I 40 pieces

Gratianus, Valentinianus II and

Theodosius I 40 pieces

Honorius and Arcadius 6 pieces

Theodosius II and family 15 pieces

Valentinianus III, West Rome,
Gothic Kings, Lombards 7 pieces

Leo I, Zeno I and Basiliscus 6 pieces

Anastasius I 2 pieces

Justinus I, Justinianus I,

Justinus II 3 pieces

Heraclius, Constantinus III 8 pieces

Later Byzantine 10 pieces

Total number 119 pieces

By far the largest contingent consisted of solidi struck under Valens and Valentinian.

between 364 and 378 A.D., and most of the coins stem from Eastern mints.

Another large group included coins of Theodosius II and his house, but most of these

were issued at Constantinople. A constant sequence exists between 323 and the end of the

7th century—from the time of the definite establishment of Christianity to the decline of the

house of Heraclius, last Byzantine monarch to maintain his borders completely.

Then there is a gap until about 1000 A.D. From Constantine VIII to Alexius III, (during

the entire 11th and 12th century) we have a steady flow of marked pieces. Some of these

« A FEW GRAFFITI HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED BRIEFLY BY THIS AUTHOR. & C. J. The Numismatist, Decem-

ber 1940.
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late markings are similar to earlier graffiti, but the late group appears to be something in the

nature of a revived fashion, and I have preferred to treat it separately.

A major portion of the late Byzantine series, all scyphates of Romanus III, came together

and apparently are from a little hoard. I have therefore left this group intact and placed it at

the very end of my list.

First I have placed purely Christian symbols, chiefly the monogram of Christ (Chrismon

or Christogram) as it appears on the coins. There occur a great number of variants and

deviations of style.

As the late Roman gold coins, which most frequently bear such Christian graffiti, were

chiefly ‘pagan’ in type, seldom adorned by more than a small symbol of Christianity, such

as a labarum or small Christogram, the desire to add a more obvious symbol of the owner’s

religion may have led to the scratchings before us.

Such a coin might have been considered a religious amulet and was thought of as a

‘pocket-piece’ affording the owner added protection in life.

An additional thought may have been the idea of religious propaganda at a time when
the old faith was not all dead, but flourished openly at least until the edict of Theodosius closed

the temples in the capital; the Greek East carried on even after that. A Christian symbol

on a coin, principle carrier of political propaganda for centuries, may have been thought of

as a means to counteract the influence of non-Christian teachings, and the fact that most of

the coins examined in this particular connection come from eastern mints, adds additional

weight to the thought.

No commercial or monetary significance should be attached to such religious symbols as

crosses and Christograms.

The Byzantine coinage after Justinian added many Christian types to the coinage, thus

gradually eliminating the need for additional religious markings; the decrease of graffiti dur-

ing that period bears this out. Whereas Justinian added a huge Christogrammatic cross to

the type of the solidus, he kept the representation of Victory-Nike, essentially a pagan sym-

bol. Heraclius replaced this intermediate type with a large cross potent, filling the entire

field of the coin—and our record of graffiti shows a sudden gap.

Not until the 11th century do we find graffiti again in definite series, and they include

most of the earlier ideas expressed on the coins up to Constantine IV.

Two thoughts present themselves at once: the ever-present danger of being overrun by

hostile barbarians was the main point of concern for the later Byzantine rulers; and both

the European barbarians and the Orientals across the Straits were essentially pagan, anti-

Christian. Coins bearing scratched crosses and Christograms might have been in use as

reassuring amulets, and tokens of faith.

Secondly, and this idea does not exclude the first point, the fashion of marking coins

thus may have suddenly sprung up again, as happens ever so often in many fields of human
activity.
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Beginning with no. 36, letters, groups of letters and symbols other than pure crosses or
Christograms, are listed more or less alphabetically. These letters are taken from the Greek
and Latin alphabets, and occasionally perhaps from others, and often enough the inscriptions

are in script, or cursive style.

Whereas these letter-markings seem to have developed about the same time as the purely

religious symbols, they have, to my mind, a distinctly different background. These are com-
mercial, monetary and private markings, the work of money-changers, bankers and of average

citizens as such.

Bankers’ marks are found in considerable numbers in Egypt under the Ptolemies, and in

Rome under the Republic, and occur occasionally on various Greek coins of all metals and
periods.

Personal names have been scratched into coins as sign of ownership, or for mere fancy.

Monetary in meaning may be A for aurum (gold), SM for sacra moneta (Holy, i.e. Ap-
proved money), OB for obrycum (fine gold). All these abbreviations are well known and
are met with as part of the regular coinage. The letters N and H we know to stand for Greek
nu, the Latin N; “Nika” suggests itself as the full reading and indeed we have many exam-

ples in history showing the importance of the ‘slogan’ Nika—the Nika-rebellion during the

reign of Justinian is the most striking example.

Frequently seen is the combination upsilon-pi, which Professor Mabbott interprets as

hypatos, the Greek equivalent of Consul, one of the regular titles of honor during the Byzan-

tine period.

Such highly interesting graffiti groups as those clearly spelling ‘Dominus Noster—Roma'

and ‘Nika Augustos Romaion’ need little explanation; they are highly political, or perhaps

patriotic. No. 79 and No. 82 show the change in the political situation
—

‘Roma’ when Rome
was still capital, and ‘Ravenna’ when the emperor had gone to that city.

It only remains to add that some of my readings may be somewhat tentative, and fur-

ther studies, particularly with the help of specialists in cursive forms of writing, may change

the picture. But it is sometimes possible to build on the basis of an imperfect explanation

more than on no foundation at all.

Grateful acknowledgment is herewith given of the valuable aid Professor Thomas Ollive Mabbott, New York, has

lent by readiing the proofs and otherwise.

Also to Messrs S. P. Noe and S. McA. Mosser of the Museum of the American Numismatic Society in New York.

Professor L. Caskey and Miss G. Nelson of the/ Museum of Fine Arts, in Boston.

Messrs. D. M. Bullova, E. Gans, H. Grunthal, Dr. J. Hirsch, M. Mantus, Ch. Morley, J. B. and M. Stack, F. Stern-

berg, P. H. Wittlin, all of New York.

ABBREVIATIONS: Obv.-observe ; rx.-reverse; l.-left; r.-right; f. -field; ex.-exergue; sol.-solidus ; trem.-tremissis

;

Num.-“The Numismatist”; w.-with; A.N.S.-American Numismatic Society; coll.-collection; mus.-museum; C.-Cohen, Mon-
naies ImpeTiales 2nd ed.. Sab. -Sabatier, Monnaies Byzantines; sq.-following ; BMC-British Museum Catalogue; AV-gold;
lb-pound, inv.-inverted, v.-variety, n.-number; leg.-legend.
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PLATES AND CATALOGUE
Description & Location Explanation Occurrence Reference

1 Cross, w. equally long
bars.

Obv.l.f.

Chrismon or monogram
of Christ in its simplest

form.

Pulcheria

Solidus

Sab.l.

Boston Museum.

2 Cross, upright bar
longer.

Rx.l.f.

As before. Justinus I

Sol.officina

S.ex.CONOB.

A.N.S.

3 Cross, shorter bar
oblique. Obv.r.f.

As above. Valentinianus
III.Sol.Ravenna.

C.21.

A.N.S.

4 Cross, “St. Andrew’s”
type.

Rx.

As above. Valentini-

anus I. Sol.

Antioch.

Num.Dec.40
Number 8.

Stacks.

5 Greek Chi.Rho in

iuxtaposition.

Rx.

As above, forming the
Initials of Christus.

Valens or

Valentini-

nus. Sol.

Num.Dec.40
Number 21.

Stacks.

6 Greek Chi.Rho
imposed on each
other in full.

Rx.

Chrismon in the

most complete
form.

a) Valentini-

anus I.Sol.

Nicomedia.
b) Focas.Sol.

Constantinople.

Num.Dec.40
Number 10.

Stacks.

7 Chi.Rho as above, but

the cap of the Rho
left out.

Obv.

As above. Valentinia-
nus I.Sol.

Num.Dec.40

8 Chi.Rho again; imper-

fect form?
Rx.

As above. Valentinia-

nus I.Sol.

Antioch.

Num.Dec.40
Number 3.

Stacks.

9 Chi.Rho in simplified

form w.one cross bar
only.

Rx.b)obv.

As above. a) Valens or

Valentinia-
nus Sol.

b) Eudocia.
Tremissis.

a) Num.Dec.40
Number 20.

b) also Sab.
3.—a) Stacks,

b) Boston Mus.

10 Chi.Rho as before,

the horizontal bar not

done.
Obv.r.f.

As above. Honorius.
Sol.Ravenna.

C.44.

A.N.S.—Mills
Farman Coll.

11 As number 9 (script?)

Rx.r.fd.

As above. Valentinia-
nus I.Sol.

Nicomedia.
SMNE.

a!n.S.—

M

ills

Farman Coll.

12 Chrismon,
cross-bar

oblique, (script?)

Obv.r.f.

As before. Theodoric
Tremissis.

Byzant. type.

BMC 5 sq.

Gans.
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Description & Location Explanation Occurrence Reference

13 Cross w.oblique bar,

2nd bar r.

at base.

Rx.

Attempted Chrismon,
hand slipped in center
of longer bar.

Valentinianus
I.Sol.

Antioch.

Num.Dec.40.
Number 1.

Stacks.

14 Cross w.un-equal
bars and part of

loop.

Rx.r.f.

Attempted Chrismon,
partly done, (or chi,

alpha monogram?)

Valentinianus
I.Sol.

Nicomedia.
SMNE.

C.30.
A.N.S.

—

Durkee Coll.

15 Rho imposed
on uncertain
lines.

Rx.r.f.

Attempted Chrismon,
no doubt.

Valens.Sol.
Antioch.
*ANTI*, cross

l.f.

C.36.

A.N.S.—
Murch Coll

16 Greek iota,

Chi.

Initials of Iesus

Christus.

Valentinia-

nus III.Trem.

C.49.
Gans.

17 As above, plus

chi,rho and chi.

a)obv. b)Rx.

As above. Arcadius. Sol.

M-I Victory
type.

Stack’s.

18 Two crosses.

a)Rx. b)obv.neck
& Rx.

Primitive Christograms
as in

Number 1 sq.

a) Justinia-

nus I. Sol.

b) Galla Pla-

cidia.Sol.

BMC 38.Gans.
b)C.10.Bos-
ton Museum.

19 Chi or Andrew’s
cross and Chi,

Rho iuxtaposed.

Obv.r.f. & Rx.r.f.

Chrismon and
initials of

Christus.

Valens. Sol.

Nicomedia.
SMNtheta.

C.32.

A.N.S.—
Murch Coll.

20 Chi or Andrew’s
cross, two w.
slipping marks.
Obv.r.f. & l.f.

Chrismons. Theodosius
II.Sol.

Tolstoi 26.

Morley.

21 Chrismon, the

P slipped; &
attempted
Chrismon, the

loop only done.
Obv.r.f.

Two attempted
Chrismons.

Honorius.
Sol.Ravenna.

C.44.

A.N.S.—
Mills-Farman
Collections.

22 Chrismon, the loop
too long; uncertain
design,

arrow-like.

Rx.

As before. Valens. Sol.

Antioch.
ANTdelta.

C.31.

Boston
Museum.

23 Chrismon rather than
a Greek psi, Latin F.

The Chrismon is unfin-

ished.

Obv.r.f.&rx.r.f.

A Chrismon as usual

and an initial of a

proper name.

Theodoric.
Sol. Byzantine
type.

BMC 1.

Gans.
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24 Cross w.2 bars, unfin-

ished K, the r.upper bar
missing and Greek Y
imposed on a (rather

faint) pi.

Obv.r.f.€»rx.r.,l.

25 Cross w.one very long
bar, X superimposed,
and 3 bars connected
by two vertical bars.

26 The Greek letters sig-

ma,rho, chi superim-
posed on each other,

and NM and phi,sigma
at the sides of a cross

obv. and rx.

27 Andrew’s cross, and
pi, ypsilon
superimposed.
Rx. r.,l.f.

28 Small chi on ton of pi,

and Greek ypsilon be-

side odd shaped pi.

Obv.l.,r.f.

29 Cross, cross, & mono-
gram consisting of V,I,

B,Z & an uncert. J-like

line.

Obv.r.f.,rx.

center, r.f.

30 One-bared Chrismon
w. two short cuts

through loop, unfin-

ished Chrismon w. cen-

ter bar half done,

Greek gamma epsilon,

kappa.
Obv.rx.r.f.,1. edge.

31 Cross; eta, sigma, rho-

epsilon; Chrismon; rho;

omikron, iota?

32 Vertical bar w. two
cross-bars, Greek pi

over xi, Greek N or H.
Obv.r.f.,rx.r.,l.

Explanation

Attempted Chrismon,
letter K or numeral 20,

Greek Y,pi for

Hypatos.

A Chrismon, no doubt,
and the letter M w.
slipping (?) an initial of

a proper name, or
moneta.

Chi,rho as initials of

Christus.NM for Num-
mus, but phi, sigma un-
explained so far.

A primitive Chrismon
and the initials of

Hypatos.

Possibly a Chrismon &
pi as initial of a name,
the rest is Hypatos.

Primitive Chrismons,
monograms of name,
Vib . . . ? or blundered
obryzenum?

Two unfinished Chris-

mons and a name, like

Gyk ... or Guk ... a
numeral not likely.

Monogram of Hera
clius ? (or a name.

)

a,b) obv. c,d) rx.

Unfinished Chrismon,
initial of name or

numeral 80 & 60 and N
for Nika!
(72 Solidi= 1 lb. gold!)

Occurrence

Valentinianus I.

Sol.Nicomedia.
SMNE.

Valentini-
anus I.Sol,

Antioch
ANT delta.

Theophilus.
Sol.Constan-
tinople.

Valens.Sol.
Constantinople.
CONS &
wreath.

Eudocia.
Sol.

Heraclius.

Sol.Constan-
tinople.

CONOB.

John II.AV
Nomisma.

Constantine IV.
Sol. Constanti-
nople.

Valens.Sol.
Antioch.
ANTgamma.

Reference

C.28var.

A.N.S.

—

Murch Coll.

C.28var.
A.N.S.—
Murch Coll.

BMC 2.

Stacks
Sale Apr.
1941, number
1088.

C.34.

A.N.S.—
Mills-Farman
Coll.

Sab.l

.

Boston
Museum.

BMC 9.

A.N.S.

BMC l.type 1.

Stacks.

BMC 7.

C.31.

A.N.S.
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33 Greek iota, sigma and
chi,rho,upsilon,pi,&

barless Chrismon.
Obv.l.r.f.

Iesus Christus,

Hypatos and attempted
Chrismon.

Constantius
II.Sol.

Sirmium.
ASIRMS.

C.124.
A.N.S.

—

Metropolitan.

34 Greek iota, sigma,
upsilon.pi.

Rx.

Iesus

Hypatos?
Valentini-

anus I.Sol.

Nicomedia.

Num.Dec.40.
Number 12.

Stacks.

35 Greek iota, sigma not
clearly separated, and
XXI as numeral rather
than chi, chi, iota.

Obv. 6 rx.

Iesus Christus
Numeral 21 as mark
of value of metric
importance.

Jovianus
Sol.Rome.

36 Latin or Greek letter

A, alpha.

a) Rx.
b

)
Obv.

May stand for

Aurum (gold)

numeral 1,

Augustus, or a name.

a) Valentini-

anus I. Sol.

Antioch.

b) Isaac II

Nom.

Num.Dec.40.
Number 13.

Stacks.

Lab. 2.

Stacks.

37 As before, center bar
bipartite.

Obv.l.f.

As before. Theodosius
II.Sol. Constan-
tinople.

COMOB.

Mabbott.

38 Blundered A, ditto.

Chrismon, monogram
E V.
Obv.

A as above,
Chrismon,
EV ... a proper name?

Theodosius
II.Sol.

Constantinople.
CONOB.

Gans.

39 The letter A or alpha
twice. Obv.r.f. & rx.

center l.f.

Like number 36. Leo I. Trem.
Constantinople.
CONOB.

A.N.S.

40 Letter A inverted and
a monogram, Greek
gamma, epsilon per-
haps. Obv.r. and l.f.

A like in 36; monogram
a name like Georgios?
or any other name
Ge . . .

Theodosius
II.Sol.

Tolst.23

Morley.

41 The letters A,
EI.MS, all Latin.

Rx.

Aurum (or -eus) and
ei moneta sacra

(sc.est.sit)??

Constantine
III & IV.
Sol.

Sab.2.

Stacks.

or a proper name.
As dedication (may this

gold piece be sacred to

Him)?? a personal mark.

42 The letter B or beta.

Obv.r.f.
May stand for Bonum,
numeral 2, or a name.

Theodosius
II.Sol.

Sab. 5.

Boston
Museum.

43 Greek letter delta.

Obv.
May stand for Domin-
us, Deus, numeral 4, or

Constantine
III.Sol.

a proper name or may
be a blundered A.
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44 A somewhat uncertain
Latin D, the hand
slipped. Obv.center.

As before, but not a
blundered A.

Heraclius.

Sol. Constan-
tinople.

CONOB.

A.N.S.

45 A Latin D. As above. Anastasius I.

Sol.(491/518).
BMC 3.

Wittlin.

46 A Latin D formed like Meaning of D as above, Theodosius Tolst.50.
a Greek stigma, plus a

cross and another such
D.
Obv.r. & l.f.

the cross is a primitive

Chrismon.
II.Sol. Morley.

(From Sofia.)

47 Latin letters DN (the

N inverted and the

hand slipped and some-
what indistinct letters

RMA. Rx.

DN—ROMA is prob-
able, inasmuch as a
counterpart Ravenna
exists. DN is Dominus
Noster.

Leo I.

Sol. CONOB.
Gans.

48 Greek letters epsilon, The meaning of the Valentinianus A.N.S.
pi with one bar on top three letters is I. Sol. Murch
and pi again. The E
is blundered, one bar
turned the wrong way.
Obv.neck,r.f.&rx. l.f.

uncertain. Antioch.
ANTZ(inv.)

Coll.

C.28v.

49 A clear letter F. \ Letter F in Latin in a) Heraclius a) BMC
a)rx.l.f. b)rx. Greek, may be a name

(bank) (Feliciter?)

Sol. Constanti-
nople. CONOB.
b) Valentinianus
I.Sol. Antioch.

48.A.

N.S.b)
Stacks.

C.f.Numismatist
Dec.40,#2.

50 A Latin F, and Greek
delta.

a) obv. b)rx.

As above & C.f. #43. Theodosius II.

Sol.

51 A clear letter K. Either a name or the a) Leo I.Sol. a) Sab.

a)ob.l.f. b)obv.r.f. numeral 20. b)Zeno I.

Tremissis.

5.Boston
Museum.
b)Sab.2 & 6.

Boston Mus.

52 Greek letters lambda
iota,pi? and pi,alpha?

Obv.r.f., rx.r.&l.f.

These letters, LI,P, and
PA, may be a proper

name.

Valens.Sol. C.32.
Morley.

53 Two lambdas (?); alpha

& sigma interlinked??

Uncertain,
a) obv. b)rx.

As above. Valentinianus I.

Sol. ANTE*.
C.25.

Stacks.

54 Letter M, the bars A Greek mu for the Valens or Stacks.

spread like in Eastern numeral 40 or a Latin Valentinianus I. Num.Dec.40.
inscriptions.

Rx.
M for moneta. Sol. n.17.
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55 Three bars crossed by Either mu (or perhaps Valens or Num.Dec.40,
one bar, like an M with psi) meaning as above. Valentinianus I. n.18.

vepy straight bars. Rx. if M. Sol. Stacks.

56 Four straight bars May be an Valentinianus I. Num.Dec.40,
without connection.
Rx.

attempted M. Sol.

Nicomedia.
n.9.

Stacks.

57 Spread M, chi,rho. Monogram abbreviation Valentinianus I. C.28v.
Rx.1.6 r.f.,betw. legs. of Meter Christon

(Mother of Christ)??

Sol.

Nicomedia.
SMNS.

A.N.S.
Murch
Coll.

58 Greek letters sigma OR Probably M (for mone- Constantius C.112.
mu and nu, with the ta) and N for Nika) II.Sol.Constanti- A.N.S.
cross bar lowering to 1.

Obv.1.8 r.f.

(Conquer) nople CONS. Metrop. Mus.

59 A Greek nu with the N for Nika (Conquer) Valens or Stacks.

cross-bar lowering to 1

.

as expression of a desire Valentinianus Num.Dec.40,
(less probably a Greek for a victory of I. Sol. n.16.

or Latin Z or Latin N).
Rx.

Christianity. Leol.Sol.

(Western)

.

Stacks.

60 Same as above, with As above, the lesser Constantius C.112.
some hand-slipping at possibilities being Z or II.Sol.Antioch. A.N.S.
1 . Obv.r.f. 8 or 50, or nummus. SMANE. Metrop. Mus.

61 A clear letter H, a Probably an Eastern Valentinianus Num.Dec.40,
Latin H or Greek eta. form of N. Lesser pos- LSoL n.6.

that is.

Rx.
sibilities are numeral 8,

50, a name. If N, see

above.

Antioch. Stacks.

62 A letter H as above,
but the side-bars semi-
circular.

Rx.r.f.

As before. Julianus

II.Sol.

C.78.
Gans.

63 Two vertical bars Maybe H, or N, or Constantius C.108.
without connection.

Obv.r.f.

nothing at all . . . II.Sol.Antioch.
SMNAdelta.

MillsA.N.S.
Mills Farman
Coll.

Valens.Sol.
Antioch.

Valens. C.32.

Sol. SMNS. Stacks.

Greek iota, chi.

a)obv. b) rx.

64 Two hook-like bars, a
chi,mu — a mu and an
arrow and a cross.

Obv. & rx.

65 Latin N. AUG con-
tracted, Greek rho,

omikron, mu, alpha
iota, nu?

Possibly reads N, XM,
M.Chrismon, Chrismon.
The N for nika!, the M
for moneta and the rest

are just chrismons.

Nika Augustos Romaion!
(Conquer, Emperor of

the Romans).

—

Jesus Christus.
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66 Two bars, letter A, a

Chrismon w.some slip-

ping, a badly blunder-
ing pi and upsilon.

Obv.r.f. & rx.r.f.

67 The letters O B close

together, the l.half of O
is straight (slipping).

Obv.l.f.

68 The letters OB ? unfin-

ished. Rx.

69 The letters O B clear,

and a pi w.a cross-bar
lowering to r.

Obv.r.f. & rx.r.f.

70 The letters O B again
and H.
Obv.

71 Letters OB close to-

gether and a Z; letters

chi,M,M or sigma
twice.

Obv. & rx.

72 Greek letter pi, the

cross bar overlapping.
Rx.r.f.

73 Greek pi, regular.

Rx. b)obv.r.f.c) rx.

74 Greek letter pi, the r.

bar not closing.

Obv.r.f.

75 Greek letters pi, eta

(nu) superimposed ob-
liquely. Rx.

76 Greek pi, eta (nu) as
above, but less certain.

Obv.r.f.

77 Greek letters pi, lam-
bda,iota in Juxtaposi-

tion. Rx.

Explanation Occurrence Reference

May read: N (or H) Severus III. C.8.
for Nika!, A, Chrismon Sol.Rome. Stacks.
and hypatos. CONOB.R-A.

OB: obryziacus Theodosius C.lOv.
(comes), obrycum, or I.Sol. Constan- A.N.S.
obryzenum. tinople.

Ex. CONOB.
Durkee Coll.

As above. Heraclius & Sons.
Solidus.

As above for OB, the Theodosius Tolst.7.

rest may be A or pi or II.Sol Constan- Gans.
N. or pi and nu in mon- tinople CONOB.
ogram.

OB as above and H is Valentiniarius C.63.

N for Nika! II.Sol

Constantinople.

Mantus

xCONSwreath.

May read: OBZ, chris- Theodosius
mon, M,M,M. (Moneta) II.Sol.

OBZ—obryz . . . Constantinople.
* Christos Megas??

Pi may stand for 80, a Julianus II C.79.

name, or pater? Sol. Antioch A.N.S.
ANTI. Mills-Farman

r

Coll.

As above. a) Valentinianus a) Stacks.

I.Sol. Antioch. Dec.Num.40,n.l4
b) Theodosius b)Tolst.40.

II.Sol. Morley.
c)dtto. t c)Tolst.53.

Morley.

As number 66. Basiliscus. Sab. 1.

Sol.S at end of

leg.

Gans.

PE . . . may be numerals, Valens.Sol. Num.Dec.40,

a name or perhaps (or Valenti- n.15.

Pater Nika! nianus I). Stacks.

As above. Julianus II A.N.S.
Sol. Constanti- Durkee
nople. Twig
CONSPtwig

Coll.

PLI ... a name like Valentinianus Num.Dec.40,

Plinius? Publius I.Sol.Nicomedia. n.l 1

.

Licinius? Stacks.
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78 Letters R inverted to 1

.

This R may stand for Valens or Num.Dec.40,
Rx. Roma, 100 or a name.

Probably for Roma.
Valentinianus
I.Sol.

n.19.

Stacks.

79 Latin letter R and in- Seems to stand for Valentinianus C.9.

verted M (or W?)
Obv.r.f.

RM—Roma. II.Sol. Morley.

80 Latin A,M, the rest un-
certain.

a)obv. b) rx.

Possibly for Roma, 2,

•> and 4?

Valentinianus
I.Sol.

Sab. 5.

81 Latin cursive Roma? As above. Heraclius, etc.

Sol.

Sab.48.Stack’s.

82 Latin letters R and
small v.

Obv.r.f.

Seems to stand for

RV—Ravenna.
Anastasius I

Tremiss.
Constantinople.

CONOB.

A.N.S.

83 Latin (S) in traces. Stands for S M.

—

a
)
Honorius a)C.44.

and M. Rx. b)obv. Sacra Moneta. Sol. COMOB.
b)Theodoric.
Trem.

Boston Museum.
b)BMC 5 sq.

Gans.

84 Letters S,M,H. Stand for Sacra Valentinianus Num.Dec.40,
Rx. Moneta, H — N for

Nika!
I.Sol. Antioch. n.5.

Stacks.

85 Greek letters sigma. SY . . . name or a city? Valens.Sol. Num. Dec.40,
upsilon. Rx. or Synkletos (Senate) Heraclea. n.22.

Stacks.

86 Monogrammatic letters Stands for Hypatos. Theodosius. Sab.6.

upsilon, pi,alfa.

Obv.r.f.

(Consul) II.Sol.Rome
COMOB.

A.N.S.

87 Greek upsilon and pi,

the latter inverted.

As above. Basiliscus.

Semissis
Num.Dec.40,
n.23.

Rx. Constantinople. Stacks.

88 Greek upsilon, rho ( Oi*

pi); twice.

Obv.l.&r.f. (or eta,

rho)

As above, or Heraclia
or Heraclius.

Theodosius I.

Sol.

Sab. 5.

89 A Greek upsilon and
two straight bars super

imposed. Obv.neck.

Perhaps as above. Constantius
II.Sol.Antioch.
ANTH.

C.126.

A.N.S.
Mills-Farman
Coll.

90 A pi with the 1. bar too Perhaps a pi, but rather Valentinianus Num.Dec.40,
short. Rx. {

•

a Hebrew beth.

(Banker’s mark)
I.Sol.Antioch. n.7.

Stacks.

91 Two Greek lambdas or Maybe AA or AL or Lombardi BMC 1.

alphas without bars
crossing each other.

Obv.r.f.

LL. Perhaps AL for

Alboin?
(Alboin)
Trem.

Gans.

92 A monogrammatic THE for Theodosius? Theodosius II Sab.3.
THE or a Latin cross,

a lower bar w.ends up
below the center. Rx.

A puzzling mark. Sol. Boston
Museum.
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93 Five straight bars em- Of uncertain Valentinianus Num.Dec.40,
anating from a com-
mon center like rays.

Rx.

meaning. I.Sol.Antioch. n.4.

Stacks.

94 Three bars as above.

Rx.
Justinus II.Sol. BMC II.

Stack’s.

95 Cross, upright bar lon-

ger. Rx.
Cross, or Chrismon. Manuel I

1 143-1 180.E1.

Nomis.

BMC 31.

Wittlin.

96 Greek chi,rho?a )obv.

b)rx.

Initials of Christ. Manuel I

Electr.Nomisma.
BMC 25.

97 Greek iota, sigma. Iesus. Constantine VIII
1025-1028-Au
Nom.

BMC 2.

Wittlin.

98 Latin or Greek A, cen-

ter bar oblique. Obv.
C.f.36 sq. Constantine XI.

Nomisma.
Sab.l.

Stacks.

99 Greek phi,rho-chi.

Rx. edge.

Personal mark? Alexius III

1195-1203.

Nomisma.

BMC 3.

Wittlin.

100 Greek or Latin KI,A.
a)rx. b)obv.

Uncertain. John I.AU
Nomism.

Kehr, N.Y.

101 Greek pi & 2 vertical

strokes.

A HOARD

Hypatos?

OF NOMISMATA OF

Alexius I 1081-

1118. Nomisma.

ROMANUS III

BMC 7.

Wittlin.

102 Letter D?, iota,chi and D as in 43 sq. Romanus III. BMC 2.

4 vertical strokes. Rx. (Dominus, etc.)

and Iesus Christus.

etc.

Nomisma. Stacks.

( Ex Perera).

103 Crosses. Obv. Primitive Chrismon? As above. As above.

104 Cross attempt, and
cross, a) obv. b)rx.

As above. As above. As above.

105 Rho,chi, very angular. Chrismon. As above. As above.

106 ‘St. Andrew’s cross’.

Obv.
C.f.no.4. As above. As above.

107
%

Two vertical strokes;

N, attempted chi,rho.

a) obv. b)rx.

Attempted N, regular

N, and Chrismon. (N
for Nika.)

As above. As above.

108 4 vertical strokes,

emanating fr.common
center. Rx.

Uncertain. As above. As above.

109

110

111

Hebrew letter gimel ?

Obv.

Cross, equal bars. Rho,
chi sketchy; F and P.

a) obv. b)rx.

Letter N, angular P;

two vertical strokes.

Uncertain, but

c.f.no.90.

Cross, Chrismon,
feliciter? and attempted
Chrismon (or F-D,
filius Dei?)

N for Nika, 3 times;

Chrismon, twice.

As above.

twice; weak P. a)obv.
b)rx.
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BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

The Grace Log, New York, April 1944.

This magazine contains an article on “The “The Pillars of Hercules" by Mr. Arnold Per-

pall, who has sent us a copy. The author’s purpose is of course to bring to the attention

of the layman the “remarkable design of the first coinage of the Americas." While the in-

formation is hardly new to numismatists, we believe it will be to the non specialists to whom
it is addressed, and who to take an interest of a romantic kind in “Spanish gold’’ and
“pieces of eight"— even though sometimes they have never seen specimens. The illustrations

of coins against an old Spanish colonial map must therefore be pleasing to a large number
of readers.

The Coin Collector's Journal, March-April, 1944.

Honors are equally divided between Mr. Pond, who describes a “case of Washington's

medals in the cabinet of the Masssachusetfs Historical Society" in his usual concise manner,

and Mr. Robert I. Nesmith, with his second instalment of Spanish-American numismatics,

entitled “the coinage of Charles and Johanna for Spanish Colonial America 1536-1556."

The hand-made drawings again attract our admiration because of their extreme neat-

ness and care of design; every detail is true and indeed well done. The outline of the early

copper coinages seems logical, and we have indeed little or nothing to add or comment
upon, save perhaps that we would have wished the author to say a little more on the subject

of the history of what he refers to as Santo Domingo. He also fails to mention its French

name, Saint Domingue. The Republic of Haiti, which forms part of the island, for a time,

was known under that name. Also the capital City of the Dominican Republic is now known
as Ciudad Trujillo, named thus by Rafael Trujillo.

But these are rather unimportant details and do not, in the least, detract from the highly

meritorious work Mr. Nesmith is doing. We do look forward eagerly to another instalment.

H.

The Numismatic Scrapbook, May, 1944. Featured is a short account of the Sommer
Island Coins by Col. Sigler; and a story about the Wooden Nickles, which are called “script"

by the author. Whether these things are to be regarded seriously or not, they are amusing

numismatic souvenirs, and perhaps scrip is the best word for them. H.

The Numismatist, May, 1944. Mr. Douglas reports on “An early commemorative pro-

posal," the prolific Col. Sigler on the “James II Plantation Halfpenny" and Mr. Stephens dis-

cusses “The Conder Tokens of England" a series he has studied for years, and which he

treats entertainingly, though one wishes he had written more at length. Mr. Grunthal records

an unpublished ducat of Michael Apafi of Transylvania, and Mr. Barnet’s listing of Civil

War Cards continues.
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This issue also contains an article of real interest, which we feel deserves a rather de-

tailed review; it is by Mr. Sisson on the Legionary Denarii of Mark Antony. These Mr.

Sissons suggests had in them the element of propaganda, and were meant to impress with

the vast size of Antony’s army those into whose hands they came, more than to compliment

the legions themselves. To a certain degree we can accept the idea that this motive of

propaganda may not have been absent from the minds of the issuers. But if so, we are con-

vinced that this side of the significance was a subordinate and secondary one, and not car-

ried out with any systematic thoroughness. Grueber’s discussion in BMC, Roman Republic,

11,526 ff., is highly informative, though taking the form of a series of long footnotes. The
legions were not merely complimented, but in varying degrees, Legions 12, 17 and 18 had

coins struck in better metal, as did the two cohorts—which were apparently Antony’s per-

sonal troops, and the holders of special honorary title. Coins also exist apparently in the

usual base metal for the three legions without their titles—perhaps before they received them,

perhaps afterwards when the commander expressed his pleasure with all his legions alike

—

quite a subtle compliment and in the manner of Antony’s hero Julius, who knew well “how to

win friends and influence people,” by kindly thanking them. Secondly, had there been sys-

tematic propaganda, surely high legionary numbers were the most effective, and should be

expected to be common. But the reverse of this is true; it is the high numbers that are rare.

The highest number is 30 (not as is unfortunately misprinted, apparently, in the article, 18),

and it is excessively rare. So are 24 and 25. Babelon accepts as genuine the unique speci-

mens of 26, 27 and 29 at Paris. But even that gentleman (always sanguine about pieces in

the French Collection) admits the coin of the 28th Legion is of uncertain reading. Cohen
apparently accepted 27 and 29; Grueber is very guarded on all from 26-29; but 30 is un-

doubted by all, though we wonder if XXX is an error for some other number. All of this

is somewhat beside the point, but that Legion 23 is very scarce though not excessively rare

indicates that the pieces were made when the legion was formed late. To sum up, we think

that an idea of propaganda may have begun to be felt by the issuers of the legionary coins

of Antony, but that Mr. Sisson weakened his case by some overstatement. After all, the

Legions of Clodius Macer were complimented—although their numbers were the unimpres-

sive one and three. M.

The Numismatist, June, 1944. The most noteworthy article is The Medal, A metallic

Sonnet, By E. Gallo-Ruiz. This is a highly poetic rhapsody in development of an idea of

Augustin Filon, that there is an analogy between the literary and graphic arts of making

sonnets and making medals. The language is extremely elegant, and the poetical conceit is

worked out with the ingenuity of John Donne showing that the mingling of his blood and his

wife’s in the body of the flea that bit them both was a symbol of the commingling of their

souls. The bad part of the analogy— that sonnets are of fixed size and medals are not— is

skipped over gracefully. M.
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NEW ISSUES FROM THE B AT T L E F R O N T S .

BAHAWALPUR STATE.

A bronze anna 1940 with the name and portrait of Sadiq Mohammed V, ruler of this

important Indian state, has just come to hand. It has the bust in uniform to left, with fez,

and AL-HAJ (the pilgrim) SADIQ MOHAMMED V ABBASI (prince) — ornament 1940

ornament.Rx.Tughra in center, crescent and star on r., ONE QUARTER ANNA-BAHA-
WALPUR STATE below, the same in Parsi above; the whole in border of stars.

BRAZIL.

Specimens of the new cruzeiro-standard coinage, in brass, have been received. The
new coinage attempts to do away with the rather complicated reis, which has been detri-

mental to Brazil’s financial system for over a century; the new system is based on a cruzeiro

of 100 centavos.—The 1 cruzeiro specimen has a map of the country and the name, BRAZIL
on the obverse, with the date 1944, and 1 CRUZEIRO ,ligatedBR in exergue, and stars on

reverse; the 20 centavos piece has the bust of Getulio Vargas to left, and his name,

GETULIO VARGAS.BRAZIL on obverse, and 20/CENTAVOS/1944 on reverse. Both

coins are dated 1944, the 1 cruzeiro has a milled edge, the smaller coin is plain; the sizes are

respectively, 23 and 10 mm.

BRITISH HONDURAS. •

10, 5 and 1 cent 1943 have come to hand. The 10 cents is silver, the 5 cents is brass,

the 1 cent is bronze; the design is the same as in previous years.

CEYLON.

A bronze cent 1942, smaller and thinner than earlier issues, is at hand. Crowned head

of George VI to left, and GEORGE VI KING AND EMPEROR OF INDIA, on obverse;

Palmtree, Hindu legend on sides, similar English legend around circle, CEYLON. ONE.
CENT. 1942. Size 22 x

/i mm; thickness, 1 mm.

COSTA RICA.

Brass 10 and 5 centimos 1941, crudely struck, and similar in design to earlier brass and

silver coins of the same denominations are at hand; REPUBLICA DE COSTA RICA. 1941.

around arms in cartouche on obv., and value 10 (5) CENTIMOS in wreath, AMERICA
CENTRAL star G.C.R. star, on rx. Sizes, 18 and 15 mm.

DUTCH WEST INDIES.

Similar to the old Dutch cents, this new one, dated 1942, was struck at the Philadelphia

mint, for use in the Netherlands possessions in the Carribean.

ECUADOR.

A brass 10 centavos 1942, similar to earlier issues, has come to our attention.
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EL SALVADOR.

A fairly large 25 centavos piece, in silver, dated 1943, has made its appearance. It has

the head of President Morazan to left, and REPUBLICA DE EL SALVADOR 1943 on the

obverse, with 25/CENTAVOS within wreath on the rx.

A small bronze 1 centavo 1942, of similar types, is also at hand. 16 mm.

FRANCE.

Mr. }. Pittman, of Rochester, N. Y., has sent us the pencil rubbings of the much-dis-

cussed but hitherto unseen Vichy franc of 1942. The coin has been illustrated in this

issue. It has a double axe between two stalks of corn, and ETAT FRANCAIS on ob-

verse; the reverse shows a large 1 between oakleaves, FRANC/1942 beneath, and TRAVAIL.
FAMILLE/PATRIE above. (Work, family, country were the slogans created to replace

the familiar liberty, equality, fraternity. Ed.)

GUATEMALA.

A distinguished diplomat accredited in Central America has brought us the new Guate-

mala 2, 2 and 1 centavos of 1943. The 25 centavos silver has the traditional Quetzal bird

perched upon a map of the republic, with REPUBLICA DE/GUATEMALA in the lower

field; the reverse shows the Government Building at Guatemala City, with PALACIO
NACIONAL DE GUATEMALA in small letters below, and 1943 above; around VEIN-
TICINCO CENTAVOS DE QUETZAL. Milled, 27 mm.—The brass 2 and 1 centavo have

DOS (UN) CENTAVO(S) DE QUETZAL on a branch on obverse and a perched Quet-

zal, with REPUBLICA DE GUATEMALA, 1943, on reverse. Plain edge, 26 and 20 mm.—
There is also a 10 centavos silver 1943 of the regular old design at hand.

ICELAND.

A zinc 25 aurar 1942, similar to the 10 aurar previously reported in that metal, has

been seen.

INDIA.

A rather unusual bronze 1 pice, dated 1943, has made its appearance; it has a large,

round central hole, with the legend around, on obverse, I PICE crown INDIA Parsi legend

Hindu legend; on reverse, an ornamental wreath. It is 22 mm. and fairly thin.

A counterfeit rupee 1942, in lead, was brought back by an American just returned from

India; apparently, counterfeits of this type do occur and pass in spite of the new security

edge’ (engrailed edge).

PORTUGAL.

Mr. Topping, of Hollis, N. Y., reports a 2^ escudos 1943, of usual design.
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SOUTH AFRICA.

A 2}/2 shilling piece of the usual design, dated 1943, has shown up.

COINS OF KNOWN DESIGNS STRUCK IN NEW METALS.

Through the courtesy of Mr. E. Kraus, of Brooklyn, N. Y„ we are able to report on
some coins of designs well-known to most collectors, but struck in metals different than those

used in former years. In all cases, this change is due to the wartime scarcity of nickel,

copper and other metals.

The coins in Mr. Kraus’ possession include the following:

CUBA. 5 centavos 1943, brass or aluminum—bronze.—ECUADOR.IO centavos 1942,

same metal as above. FIJI.Penny 1942, similar metal. PERU. 10 centavos 1942, brass.

SWITZERLAND. 1 centime (rappen), zinc or zinc alloy. Apparently, the Allied countries

prefer the brass type metals, whereas Switzerland, bordering on Germany, uses an alloy

similar to that of her neighbor.

—

PRO-GERMAN MEDAL ISSUED IN NEW YORK, 1916.

Through the courtesy of Mr. Kimpolung, we are able to illustrate a German-American
brass medal, issued in New York in 1916, probably for German groups and connected with

the death of German volunteers previous to our entry into the last war.

The medal measures 35 mm, and shows the head of Emperor William II similar to the

portrait on German coins before 1913. The legend is WILHELM II IMPERATOR. NEW
YORK 1916. On the reverse, inclosed in a laurel wreath, is the legend DULCE ET/DE-
CORUM EST PRO/PATRIA MORI/ 3 crowns. This quotation is from the Odes of

Horace.

NEW MEDAL OF THE SOCIETY OF MEDALLISTS.

We are privileged to illustrate the latest production of the Society, designed by the

New England sculptor, Richard Recchia, The “figure of aspiring youth’’ on the obverse

is surrounded by a quotation from Young’s Night Thoughts. On the reverse the subject

is interpreted as “Man’s Dreams’’ and is accompanied by a phrase from Austin Dobson’s

poem, ”Ars Victrix”—itself adapted we think from a phrase of Theophile Gautier.

CHRISTOPHER MORLEY SENDS A NOTE ON PAPER MONEY.

Mr. Christopher Morley though very busy these days, has not forgotten Numismatic Review . . . the other day he
brought us a little French-African bill, so far unrecorded.

It is a 25 francs, green blue, Philadelphia-made banknote issued by the Bank of West Africa, showing a negro
head on one side, palms, the ocean, a plane and the date of December 14, 1942 on the other.

Obviously a local product is a 1 franc fractional currency bill inscribed ‘French West Africa’ and showing natives
fishing; the value on the reverse. The bill is brown and smalL It was given to us by an American sailor just returned.

Through the courtesy of its owner, Mr. Bernard Aronstein, of New York, we are in a position to describe more fully
the Fiji Islands paper penny mentioned previously. It is a small paper bill, with the inscription “GOVERNMENT OF
FIJI/p/1343413 /ONE PENNY /1st JULY 1942/FOR THE GOVERNMENT OF FIJI/ (signatures)/COMMISSIONERS OF
CURRENCY” on a greenish tablet with a facsimile reproduction of the nickel penny of 1942 in the right hand earner;
the reverse has “GOVERNMENT OF FIJI” and the observe of the 1942 penny in the left hand corner.

These paper pennies were placed in general circulation a short time ago, replacing the regular nickel issues.
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FROM HERE AND FAR...

By Hans Holzer

53

British medal ribbons will have a dull instead of a shiny surface henceforth, according
to British Information Service; No more fine, watered-silk ribbons will gleam on the chests

of deserving heroes. Instead, new decorations, such as the 1939/1943 Star and the Africa
Star will be strictly utility material, a mixture of unwatered silk and cotton . . . The Chicago
Sun of May 7, 1944, “extends first birthday greetings and wishes many happy returns fo the

day. Numismatic Review is a scientific journal, yet presents a popular appeal to the numis-
matist ...” Thanks, David Lidman, for your kind words . . . American silver dollars,

seldom seen nowadays, are making big hit with New Zealanders, according to a May 4th

despatch of International News Service. ‘Many of the native Kiwis fastens a silver dollar to

a chain and wear it as an ornament. Others use them on wristbands. The rest just like to

hear them jingle in their pockets! . . . don’t we all ... ’ Your journal . . . fills a definite want.

There is nothing quite like it over here. We wish you all success . . .
’ writes Major H. C.

V. Porter, O.B.E., Director of Seaby Ltd., London . . . and ‘there has long been the need

for such a periodical ... I hope that what you have bravely started will go steadily ahead

writes C. H. V. Sutherland of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, ... ‘I really am very pleased

. . . such a magnificent job ... a wonderful book’ are the words Howard R. Newcomb has

for the newly-issued ‘U.S. Cents’, which has just been released to the public . . . Howard D.

Gibbs, author of ‘Chinese Imperial Names’, released simultaneously, uses similar words of

praise ... a new mint has just been put into operation in India, according to Indian Informa-

tion of January 1, 1944. ‘The new mint at Lahore started production October last and will

shortly reach its maximum output. By then the three mints (i.e. Lahore, Bombay and Cal-

cutta) together will be producing approximately 170 million small coin a monh . . . Indian

Information of January 15, 1944, incidentally, contains a 4-page record of newly-bestowed

decorations conferred in the Burma fighting . . . The American Numimatic Association, in

a circular to its members, is urging them to contribute news items and articles of general in-

terest.’ . . . “short-snorters . . . some as much as thirty or more feet long. There is numis-

matics in the making!” thanks to Mr. Lloyd E. Sherow of Oakland, California, who

writes ‘my subscription to the Numimatic Review must be about up and if it is, kindly bill

me and I will remit. Would not be without it.’ ... ‘I have read every issue) of the Review

from cover to cover and, although there are subjects covered in which I have had no great

active interest, I find the data so well presented that my interest is very much stimulated . .
.’

writes Lt. Comdr. C. F. Nettleship, Jr., of Silver Springs, Maryland . . . similar expressions,

all unsolicited of course, have come in from Mr. R. S. Sisson, Marion, Ind, who thinks the

Review is ‘an unusually worth while publication from the standpoint of anyone interested

in numismatics and related material’ . . . Columnist Drew Pearson reports from Washington

( Daily Mirror, May 23, 1944) . . . ‘the Army has given more than 100,000 air medals since

the war started as against about 700 for the Navy’ a scholarly publication devoted to

the advancement of knowledge through the study of numismatics ... it is with keen interest

that I look forward to succeeding issues' writes G. R. Halliday of Hollywood, California . . .

Mr. Dudley Butler, of New York, in a note, tells about the 17th century term ‘putting out

money ’
. . . virtually a bet with death ... a practice indulged in by many people planning to
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undertake a long or otherwise dangerous journey abroad . . . individuals, bankers and
capitalists accepted bets on their safe return . . . the traveller to the Continent, for instance

who put out 100 pounds would receive 200 pounds when and if he did return ... in a letter

Fynes Moryson ( Itinery , 1617; Bates, Touring Europe 1600) tells how his brother put up
400 pounds before starting on a journey to Jerusalem with the proviso that he receive 1200

pounds on his return. He collected his money . . . the rate to Italy was 300%, and to Russia,

2000% . . . thanks for the interesting note It maintains high editorial and educational

standards to make it the foremost numismatic periodical in America’ ... is what the N. Y.
Herald Tribune (May 21, 1944) has to say about Numismatic Review.

. . . the N. Y. Times, of June 11, 1944 reports a remarkable seventh century gold piece

of the British Museum. The obverse is copied from a fourth century Roman coin, whereas
the reverse bears an original type, the name of the king in runic characters, and the Latin

legend NOVIANUS P.F.AUG. Pada ruled in Mercia, from 655 to 657 A.D. The coin is

from Lord Grantley’s collection ‘may I compliment you on the first year of this effort

to compile in permanent form so much information that would otherwise be lost’, writes A. D.

Colvin, of New London, Connecticut . . . ‘best wishes for continued success . . .
’ are the kind

words of Mr. E. E. Combs, Dayton, Ohio . . .

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
\

Collectors are invited to submit queries free of charge, or discuss numismatical material

of a theoretical nature. If a stamped envelope is enclosed we will ansv/er directly to the best

o[ our ability. Questions of sufficient interest will be inserted in this column. Where possible

we will supply information on rarity, but not on prices. It must also be remembered, we are

not omniscient. Anonymous letters must be disregarded.—The Editors.

What is a “Nome Coin ”? D.

The mint of Alexandria on special occasions issued series of bronze coins for the

“Nomes” which are geographical divisions more or less like counties or states in Egypt.

The Nomes existed from very early times, and had presumably some local autonomy. The
coinages seem to have been very popular in the districts for which they were made, and are

almost never found in uncirculated condition. For this reason and because the types are on

very small scale, the Nome coins have not been given much attention except by a few

specialists. On them the types are as often Greek as Egyptian, and it has been gravely sug-

gested that the authorities at Alexandria gave little heed to appropriate design. The popu-

larity of the coins and the continuance of the types over a long period argues against this,

but it must be admitted that the symbolism is not fully understood in some cases. The coins

are issued in only seven different years, but these range from the reigns of Domitian to An-

toninus Pius, or to be exact the earliest date is 91 A.D., the latest 145 A.D.—Ed.
A CORRECTION

The flower appearing on the Newfoundland bronze cent is not,
pitcher.

AN APOLOGY

as described in error, a water lily, but rather a

Due to circumstances beyond our control, for which, however we take full responsibility certain error crept into

Mr. H. K. Crofoot’s article “A Rhode Island Precursor of U.S. Postal Currency” in vol. 1, no. 3 of our magazine.
Page 24, line 35—“Mr. F. E. Spinner, U. S. Treasurer.”
Page 24, line 39—“Mr. Spinner ...”
Page 26, line 1, 9, 10—As above.
Page 26, line 15—“The picture of stamps disapeared after the 1st issue”.
It is with the deepest regTet that we present the above rectification, although we are fully aware that sometimes

inaccuracies of this sort are truly inexusable.
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WHO'S WHO IN THIS ISSUE.

Dr. Earle R. Caley, formerly of Princeton University, and now engaged in special war
work, is noted for his analyses of ancient coins, on which he has written many valuable and

exhaustive studies.

Hans Holzer is a pupil of Professor Pink of the Vienna Museum, and Professor Rudolf

Egger of the Austrian Archeological Institute. He is head of the foreign department at

Stack’s. At present he is engaged in special studies at Columbia.

Thomas Ollive Mabbott has been a coin collector since early youth, informally trained

by David Proskey, Howland Wood, and more recently has studied during three summers
at the British Museum. He is by profession associate Professor of English at Hunter Col-

lege, holds a doctor’s degree from Columbia, and studied early printing with Prof. W. L.

Schreiber, of Potsdam.

Lewis M. Reagan, of Brooklyn, N. Y., a professor at Brooklyn Polytechnical Institute,

is an ardent student of ancient and European numismatics.

Charles N. Schmall, B.A., a retired educator, is one of the most colorful personalities in

the numismatic field; long years of searching study, painstaking treasure-hunts for interesting

material of one kind or another, plus a truly remarkable collection not only of coins, but also

of books, autographs, prints, etc. etc. have given Mr. Schmall a truly astounding volume of

unusual information.

H. M. F. Schulman, of the well-known Dutch family of nummismatics, has a flair for dis-

covering the odd and unusual.

Phares O. Sigler, Lt. Col., U.S.A., of Washington, D.C., is a specialist and able student

of quaint media of exchange and the field of Oriental numismatics in general, where he has

published some notable material; his monograph on the Sycee of China, as well as many
smaller articles are well-known.

Joseph B. Stack, one of the Associates of Stack’s, is a collector of Washingtoniana, and

lectures on counterfeiting.

C. H. V. Sutherland, M.A., of Oxford, England, is perhaps too distinguished a scholar and

author to need special introduction; his work at the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and his many
articles and publications, chiefly on ancient subjects, as well as his book on ancient British

coins are standard literature.

Alfonse Storfer-Kimpolung, of New York, is a collector of semi-monetary items, medals,

etc.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
In order to help those seeking advice, the editors are to be consulted by appointment

only. We cannot be responsible for the loss or damage of unsolicited manuscripts, but all

reasonable care will be taken of them. Articles should be typewritten and double spaced. The
identity of writers of articles signed with pseudonyms must be known to the editors. The
right to make slight stylistic changes is reserved, and except under special circumstances,

proofs cannot be furnished to authors becauseof war conditions. There is no censhorship

of opinion expressed by authors; provided some arguments of weight are presented for a

novel theory, we are willing to print it, although publication of a view does not mean that

the editors necessarily agree with it. Highly tenuous suggestions without substantial new
evidence will be printed in the query columns if they seem to be of sufficient interest; all

allusions to religion and politics of our own times are avoided, when of a kind that might

offend any reader. Acceptance or rejection of all articles rests finally with the editor.

— The Editors.

Change in publication date.

Starting with vol. 2, Numismatic Review will be published in July, October, January and

April of each year. This change was necessitated by considerations of editorial expediency,

as the editor has heavy college committments during the month of June; and because of addi-

tional time needed to prepare the copy, and for production, due to wartime restrictions.

Our present copy, therefore, is being mailed during the month of July, and we hope that the

switch-over, which caused the delay, has not inconvenienced any of our readers.

— The Publishers.

FROM THE PUBLISHERS. The firm of Stack’s acts as owner, and distributor of the

magazine; J. B. Stack and Morton M. Stack are the publishers. THE CURRENT RATE
IS $7.00 a YEAR OR $2.50 A COPY, BUT ALL CHARTER SUBSCRIBERS, CHARTER
RATE SUBSCRIBERS, IN SHORT, ALL THOSE WHOSE SUBSCRIPTIONS WERE
RECEIVED BEFORE AUGUST 20. 1943, WILL CONTINUE TO PAY THE RE-

NEWAL RATE OF $4.00 A YEAR.

Renewal bills for the next year, July 1944 to June 1945, are enclosed. If you paid $4.00

originally, you continue to pay $4.00 indefinitely; if your rate was $7.00, this will be the rate

for the coming volume. Please send in your remittance at once after you receive the bill. If

sent in already, kindly disregard this reminder.

A REMINDER
For those few who have not as yet been able to take advantage of the 20% reduction

granted to all subscribers to Numismatic Review, we repeat the titles of these two volumes:

The first two reference books issued by the publishers of Numismatic Review, inaugurat-

ing a long series, have been almost entirely distributed. Both were limited editions.
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Howard R. Newcomb: “U. S. Cents 1816-1857”

293 pages—11 master plates—numerous illustrations—9*^ x 12 Cloth 5.00

De Luxe 15.00

Howard D. Gibbs: ‘‘Chinese Imperial Names ”

A finding list of era and personal names on Chinese Imperial coins. Cloth, with card-

board jacket in the traditional Chinese manner 3.75

To subscribers, we repeat, 20% less.

There are now two other important compendia and handbooks in preparation to be re-

leased during this season; other works of importance which are both numismatically dis-

tinguished and practically useful, will be considered for early publication from time to time.

RENTZMANN’S NUMISMATISCHES LEGENDEN-LEXICON
(1865 and 1878)

Translated, revised and brought up to date.

PART I — THE RULERS OF THE WESTERN WORLD
In this list there will be found all rulers with right of coinage of the Western World since the

early middle ages up to our day, arranged in alphabetic order. Rentzman originally listed all the abbre-

viations as found on die coins, but we believe our readers will realize in what different ways a name, such as

Charles or Carolus, could possibly be abbreviated, and we have therefore omitted these long lists of shortenings,

giving only the full name, in English, of each ruler. A Latin glossary will be added later.

The figures in brackets after the rulers’ names denote the dynastic number of each according to the

succession in his own country. They may be different for one man who happened to rule two or more countries.

The spelling of the names is in present-day English, but where there seemed to be no adequate English version,

the present-day native form was used; and in some cases, where even this counld not be ascertained, the old

Latin spelling was retained.

If there is only one date given, it marks either the beginning, the end or the approximate period of the

person’s reign, according to the position of the date in the text.

In this instalment will be found the remaining portion of ‘Charles’.

Charles Adam Mansfeld-Bornsstaedt 1638-1662

Charles Albert Bavaria 1727-1750

Charles Albert Hohenlohe-Waldenburg-Schillingfuerst 1753-1793

Charles Albert Sardinia-Savoy 1831-1849

Charles Albert & Charles Philip Germany 1740-1742

Charles Alexander Wuerttemberg 1733-1737

Charles Alexander Teutonic Order 1761-1780

Charles Alexander Saxony-Weimar 1853-1901

Charles Ambrose Gran -1809

Charles Antony Salm-Reyfferscheid 1734-1753

Charles Antony Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen 1831-1849

Charles August Nassau-Weilburg 1719-1753

Charles August Hohenlohe-Langenburg-Kirchberg 1737-1767

Charles August Bretzenheim 1790-1823

Charles August Frederick Waldeck 1 728-1 747 (d. 1 763)

Charles August & Magdalena Wilhelmina Baden-Durlach 1738-1746

Charles Bessus Messerano -1720

Charles Christian Erdmann Wuerttemberg-Oels 1744-1791

Charles Centurione Campo -1663
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Charles Contarini
Charles Edward
Charles Egon
Charles Emanuel (I)

Charles Emanuel (II)

Charles Emanuel (III)

Charles Emanuel (IV)
Charles Eugene
Charles Eugene
Charles Eusebius
Charles Felix

Charles Ferdinand
Charles Frederick

Charles Frederick
Charles Frederick
Charles Frederick
Charles Frederick
Charles Frederick William
Charles Gonzaga
Charles Gonzaga
Charles Gunther
Charles Gunther
Charles Gaspard
Charles Gustav
Charles Henry
Charles Jerome
Charles John
Charles and Joan
Charles and Joan
Charles Joseph
Charles Joseph
Charles Joseph
Charles Joseph
Charles and Leo
Charles Louis
Charles Louis
Charles Louis
Charles Louis
Charles Louis
Charles Louis
Charles Louis
Charles Louis
Charles Louis
Charles Louiis & Martin Louis
Charles Louis Ernest
Charles Louis & Henry Christopher

Frederick
Charles Louis & Marie Louise
Charles and Marie Anne
Charles and Nicolaea
Charles Paris

Charles Phillip

Charles Phillip

Charles Phillip

Charles Phillip

Charles Phillip

Charles Philip August
Charles Rudolph
Charles Ruzzini
Charles Septala
Charles Theodore
Charles Theodore
Charles Theodore

Venice 1655-1656

East Frisia 1734-1744

Fuerstenberg-Blomberg-Stuehlingen -1786

Savoy 1580-1630

Savoy 1638-49-75

Savoy (Sardinia,I) Piacenza 1730-1773

Savoy (Sardinia, II) 1796-1 802(d.l819)

Aremberg 1674-1743

Jaegerndorf-Troppau 1627-1684

Sardinia-Savoy 1821-1831

Breslau 1625-1655
Holstein-Gottorp 1702-17-39

Wuerttemberg-Oels 1704-09-44 (d. 1761)
Wuerttemberg 1738-1743

Baden-Durlach 1738-46-1811

Saxony-Weimar-Eisenach 1828-1853
Leiningen-Dachsburg -1807

Mantua 1627-1637

Castiglione 1675-1680
Schwarzburq-Rudolstadt Walkenried 1605-1630
Schwarzburg-Sondershausen 1880-1909
Treves 1652-1676
Sweden, Pomerania, Bremen, Verden 1654-1660
Mayence Jan.-Sept.1679
Palffy -1787

Sweden, Norway 1818-1844
Spain, Naples-Sicily 1615-1520
Castille, Brabant 1506-1520
Olmuetz 1663-1664
Dezana 1641-1675
Vishehrad 1734-1768
Salm-Reyfferscheid 1769-1811 (d.1838)

Rome 795-814
Palatinate 1650-1680
Germany -1657
Dietrichstein 1702-1732
Hohenlohe-Oehringen-Weikersheim 1709-1756
Loewenstein-Wertheim-Virneburq 1721-1779
Tuscany, Florence, Pisa 1803-1807
Stolberg-Stolberg 1761-1815
Anhalt-Bernburg-Schaumburg 1772-1806
Lucca 1815-24-49
Oettingen-Flochberg-Oettingen 1520-1548
Sultz 1633-1648
Stolberg-Stolberg 1768-1810

Tuscany, Florence, Pisa 1803-1807
Spain, Milan 1665-1677
Lorraine 1624-1625
Neufchatel 1668-1672
Palatinate 1716-1742
Germany 1740
Wuertzburg 1749-1754
Hohenlohe 1729-1763
Schwarzenberg -1858
Papatinate-Sultzbach -1727
Wuerttemberg 1737-1738
Venice 1732-1735
Albera -1678
Palatinate-Sultzbach 1733-1742
Palatinate 1742-1777
Bavaria 1777-1799
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Charles Theodore
Charles Tizio

Charles Walrad
Charles William
Charles William
Charles William Ferdinand
Charles William Frederick
Charles William Frederick
Charles Wolfgang

Germany
Dezana
Salm-Grumbach
Anhalt-Zerbst
Jever
Brunswick
Brandenburg-Ansbach
Sayn-Altenkirchen
Oettingen-Ottingen

(to be continued)

1745-1790-1792
1641-1676
1727-1763

1667-1718
1764-1718
1780-1806
1723-28-57
1741-1757
1522-1549
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